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Abstract

The research work described in this thesis is motivated by the needs of improving

the performance of existing transformer overload relays because 1) they generally employ

fixed settings and ratings irrespective of actual loads and ambient temperatures, and 2) they

lack the capability to "intelligently" restore power supply after acold or hot weather outage

when the load diversity is lost. Adaptive techniques are applied to the new designed relay,

which alters its pickup settings automatically in response to changing network conditions

so that the optimal performance of the relay is maintained.

The "loss of life" equations of IEEE/ANSI Standard C57.92-1981 and the "loss of

diversity" equations of lhara and Schweppe combined with an IEEE standard, "Transformer

Through Fault Current Duration Guide-C57 .109-1984", form a useful basis for an adaptive

tansformer overload relay that continuously adjusts its pickup setting in response to ambient

temperature and cold load pickup condition along with parameter inputs from the user.

Based on the above theories, two PC computerprograms with graphical displays are devel-

oped to simulate the transformer thermal dynamics and cold load pickup respectively.

The relay is implemented on the APT (Advanced Power Technology) platform, de-

veloped in the Department of Elecfrical & Computer Engineering, University of Manitoba,

in which the relay's software is user programmable and the most parts of the hardware are

off-the-shelf. The user is capable of changing relay functions using C code ( if necessary

) with the background program provided.

"Overcurent Relay Editor", developed in this study, allows the user to design (draw)

the overcurrent (overload) relay characteristic to any shape, so that infinite relay characteris-

tic curve shapes can be obtained. The real time graphical user-relay interface has also been



designed and programmed to monitor the relay running condition and display real time use-

ful information.

The designed relay function has been thoroughly tested in the lab, and is ready for

field installation in combination with other functions. such as transformer differential nro-

tection and line protection.
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t-Íst of Symbols
Chapter 2

Note: All temperatures are in 0C and all times are in hours.

Symbols Meaning

A Constant, equal to -13.391 for 650C rise transforïners and -14.133
for 55oC rise fansfonners

B Constant, equal to 6972.15

E.L. Expected life of fransformers

LOL Loss of life

ROLOL Rate of loss of life

TYPE The type of ffansformer, including designed transformer temperature
rise (650C or 550C) and cooling method(self-cooled, forced-air-
cooled, forced-oil-cooled)

K Ratio of load L to rated load (per unit)

L Load under consideration

R Ratio of copper loss at rated load to no-load loss

Ts Thermal time constant of transformer for any load L and for any spe-

cific temperature differential between the ultimate top oil rise and the
initial top oil rise

Tt, Hot-spot oil time constant

m Winding exponent

n Oil exponent

t Duration of load

ea Ambient temperature

es Hot-spot conductor rise over top oil temperature

Oru Ultimate hot-spot temperature rise for load L

vt



Ogi Initial hot-spot temperature rise for t:0

Og(fil Hot-spot conductor rise over top oil temperature at rated load

0n, Hot spot temperature

0o Top oil rise over ambient temperature

eu Ultimate top oil rise for load L

0i Initial top oil rise for t:0

0¡ Top oil rise over ambient temperature at rated load

Oto Top oil temperature

0¡o Bottom oil temperature

0s Winding surface temperature at top of ducts

X1 Time constant of the bulk oil in the tank

12 Time constant of the temperature rise of the copper with respect to its
immediate environment, which is taken as 7 min.

Tw Time constant of the temperature rise of the upper duct wall.

V/" Copper loss

Vy'.' Copper loss at rated load

Wi hon loss

chapter 3

Symbols Meaning

ds Off-duration of the heater, minutes

d1 On-duration of the heater, minutes

D Outage duration, minutes

t Time in minutes

T The averagetemperature of theinterior of the house,degreeCel-
sius

T¡ Targettemperaturewhichtheroomtemperature T approaches while
the heater is off, degrees Celsius

Ts Temperature gain of heater, degree Celsius (Heater capacity relative
to house heat loss, equal to the steady state temperature rise over
T¡, if heater is continuously "on")

vll



Ts Setting of the thermostat, degrees Celsius

w Thermostat status, l:"on", O:"offl'

7 Effectivethermaltimeconstantinminutes (a weightedmeanofthe
time constants of all the parts of a house )

^ 
Thermostat dead-band, degrees Celsius

E Normalized temperature, per unit

e Harmonic constant

F Diversity factor

FO Probability of the heater being in on-status before outage

þt,þ2, þz Probability of the heater being in on-status upon restoration in 3 dif-
ferent cases.

o Standard deviation

v11l



Chapter I
lntroduction

1 .1 PREF'ACE

In recent years, the flexibility of microprocessors has made it possible to incorporate

a wide variety of features into protective relays. One such class of features is adaptive fea-

tures. The term adaptive protection refers to the ability of the protection system to alter its

operating parameters in response to changing network conditions to maintain optimal per-

formance.

For instance, the perfofinance of existing transformer overload protection systems

needs to be improved because 1) they generally employ fixed settings and ratings irrespec-

tive of actual loads and ambient temperatures, and 2)they lack the capability to "intelligent-

ly" restore power supply after acold orhotweather outage(ColdLoad Pickup- "Cold load"

really means "load that has been de-energized for a long time". It could be heaters in winter

or air conditioners in summer).

As we know, all relay settings are a compromise between dependability and security,

speed and accuracy, complexity and simplicity. Adaptive relaying is shown to be capable of

minimizing compromises, improving relaying reliability and allowing relays to respond to

actual system conditions.



Chøpter I Introduction

1 .2 THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY

The puqpose of this study is to design and implement a microcomputer based adap-

tive transformer overload relav with the followine features:

1. Relay Pickup Setting Adapts to the Ambient Temperature

Transformer loadability is mainly limitedby the transformerhot spot temper-

ature. In cold weather, a transformer may be allowed to run at a significant

overload, without exceeding a specified hot spot temperature. As will be

shown in Chapter 2 , the increase may be as much as 50Vo in really cold

weather. The relay is designed to sense the ambient temperature and adapt

to the condition, changing its ownpickup setting continuously in accordance

with the user selected fransformer rate of loss of life.

2. Relay Pickup Setting Adapts to Cold Load Pickup Conditions

If there is significant heating or air-conditioning load connected to a trans-

former, there can be a difficulty in restoring service after an outage because

of loss of diversity: more than the usual number of heating or air-condition-

ing loads will be calling for power. The relay is designed to predict the in-

creased load due to loss of diversity and raise its pickup setting accordingly

to prevent undesirable tripping. In other words, the power supply can be re-

stored "intelligently".

3. User Definable Relav Characteristic

In some situations, for better coordination with other existing relays or for

the special needs of the device to be protected, the protection engineer may
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want to set his relay to a special characteristic curve shape which is not in-

cluded in the standard characteristic curve shape group, such as inverse, very

inverse, extremely inverse and so on. The relay is also designed to be able

to solve this problem. It allows the user to design his own relay characteristic

using a speciai 'overcurrent Relay Characteristic Editor'. Any relay charac-

teristic curve shape can be established. Through the modem and communica-

tion channel, the new settings can be transferred to the relay.

4. Historical Data Recorder

The relay can act as a recorder for recording the operation data, including 3

phase current rms value, ambient temperature, top oil temperature, hot spot

temperature, rate of loss of iife (ROLOL) and loss of life (LOL). It can also

record the 3 phase cuffent waveform when the relay trips in order to analyze

the fault afterwards. The protection engineer at the central station can obtain

the recorded information through a modem and view it on a PC at the central

station.

In summary, this relay is designed to improve the existing transformer relay's per-

formance in the above aspects. The intention is that the relay keeps tracking current condi-

tions (load and ambient temperature, hot spot temperature, loss of life and cold load pickup

conditions) and adjusts (adapts) its own pickup levels such that overload protection is main-

tained and at the same time, nuisance tripping minimized. As a result of these new features,

economical benefits can also be obtained since the relay will allow the transformer to carry

load based on its loadability and restore power supply quickly after a power outage.
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The above features have been implemented on the "Advanced Protection Technolo-

gy(APT)- " hardware. Since the hardware is so powerful, other relay functions for transform-

er protection, such as the differential protection, are going to be added, to form a complete

transformer protection system.

In this study, two personal computer programs, named TTLOL and CLPU, are de-

veloped to simulate the transformer loadability as a function of ambient temperature and

prior load and to predict the cold load peak after a power outage. They will be discussed in

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 respectively. The details of Transformer Overcurrent Relay Editor

are given in Chapter 4. The relay implementation and the relay development tool (the user-

accessible software system platform) are also described in Chapter 4.

1 .3 LITERATURE REVIEW

It is generally agreed that a 1969 paper [8] by G.D. Rockefeller, started a new area

of research known as computer relayíng.In his paper, Rockefeller undertook the study of

adigital computerperformingmany of the electricalpower systemprotectiverelay functions

in a substation. But the implementation of digital computer relays was bound by the fact that

computers were very expensive and computation speed of contemporary computers was too

slow to handle high speed relaying.

Since the 1970s, very significantprogress in computerhardwarehas beenmade. The

size, power consumption and cost of computers have gone down greatly and steadily, while

at the same time, the computation speed, the memory size and the overall capability of the

computer have been increased remarkably. Especially with the appearance of 16 bit (and

more recently of 32bít) micro-processors, the high speed computer relaying has become

technically practical.

* APTis the frademark of a University-designed relay system now being manufactured by a Winnipeg
company: Vansco Electronics Ltd.
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Compared with conventional relays, microcomputer based relays have many advan-

Programmability and Functional Flexibility: [45]

A micro-computer based relay is programmable and has almost unlimited

logic and memory capability. As a result, a micro-computer based relay can

perform many functions as long as it has the input signals needed for those

functions. Also, modifications to the digital computer relay can be easily

done with only changed software.

Self-Checking and Reliability: [45]

A micro-computer based relay can be programmed to monitor sever-

al of its hardware and software subsystems continuously, thus detect-

ing any malfunctions that may occur. With the self-checking feature

of a computer based relay, relay component failures can be detected

soon after they occur, and could be repaired before they have a chance

to misoperate. In this sense, although the computer based relay is

more complex than the conventional relays, as a system it should be

more reliable.

Event Recorder Capability:

A micro-computer based relay can act as a recorder as well. It can au-

tomatically store the input, output and trip logic signals when a fault

occurs. This feature is very important for the protection engineers to

analy ze faults afterwards.

Very Sophisticated Algorithms Can Be Implemented:

Computer programs forrelaying applications can be written in some

high level computer languages, such as C, without significantly af-

fecting the execution speed. Using high level language, the relay de-

signer can more easily realize sophisticated functions.

1.

2.

a
J.

4
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5. User-pro grammable Cap abili ty

A computer relay is so flexible that it can be designed to have user

programmable capability. For example, "the user-accessible soft-

ware system platform", developed in the Dept. of Electical and

Computer Engineering of University of Manitoba, is apowerfui tool

for users to design their own relays very easily.

Additional Useful Information Can Be Obtained:

Based on the mathematical algorithms, a lot of useful information,

such as harmonics, impedance, real and reactive power, can be calcu-

lated from the analog input signals of voltages and currents.

Communication Capability:

Through modem and communication software, protection engineers

can change relay settings or even relay characteristics remotely. Also

the recorded information can be obtained by the protection engi-

neers.

User-friendly Man-machine interface

Very user-friendly man-machine interface can be programmed on a

computer based rclay. For instance, the real-time 3 phase V and I

phasors can be displayed on a monitor to check if the terminal con-

nections are correct when the relay is installed.

System Integration: [45]

Most measurements, communication, telemetry and contol in sub-

stations and in power confrol centers have been computerized or digi-

talised in recent years. In substations of the future, computer relays

will fit in very naturally. They can accept digital signals through com-

munication channels, and become integrated with the computer

6.

7.

8.

9.
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based control and monitoring system in the substation and the SCA-

DA/EMS system in the power control centers.

Because of the advantages offered by computer relays and the comparable cost com-

pared with conventional relays, the practice of using microcomputer based relays instead

of using traditional electo-mechanical or solid state relays in utilities is becoming more

contmon than before. This practice offers opportunities for greater relaying sophistication,

including use of more adaptive techniques.

For digital computer based relays, the implementation of an adaptive concept on the

relay becomes practical and straightforward. The idea of modifying relay settings to corre-

spond to changing system conditions to improve system stability was first proposed by Dy-

Liacco in 1967191. Later various opportunities for adaptive relays were presented,butnone

of the past work has ídentffied the adaptive protection concept in a comprehensive sense as

an on-Iine, real-time toolf2l. Until recently, the setting changes, in response to operating

experience or power system changes, have still required protection equipment outages.

In very recent years, many researchers are engaged in the studies of adaptive relay-

ing in power systems. And adaptive relaying is becoming a popular topic on almost every

agenda at national or international forums or conference on protection and control.

Recently, there have been a number of papers (tll- t7l) that present concepts for

adaptive protective relaying in power systems. They described the basic concepts, improved

performance and opportunities for implementing adaptive techniques in transmission line

protection systems, ( including multi-terminal protection ), adaptive relay setting, adaptive

reclosing and so on[5],[1],[2]. One of them [6]analyzes the feasibility of an adaptive distri-

bution protection system from both the technical and the economic point of view. One of

them [7] applies the adaptive principle and methods in digital distance protection, in which

the effect of frequency variation, the effect of single-phase to ground fault resistance and

the effect of power swings are incorporated. One of them [4] suggests a few adaptive relay-
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ing possibilities, including low grade fault detection, cold load pickup, end-of-line protec-

tion, security and dependability balance and so on. Another[3] presents conceptual design

of several adaptive protection and control functions, including adaptive detection and con-

trol of instability, load shedding andrestoration, out-of-step relaying, and adaptive synchro-

nization-checking rel aying.

In short, the application of adaptive techniques to power system protection can bene-

fit power utilities both technically and economicaliy.

1 .4 TRANSFORMER PROTECTION REVIE\ry

| . .Llntroduction

A transformer may be subjected to overcurrents ranging fromjust in excess of name-

plate rating to as much as 10 or 20 times rating. Currents up to about twice rating normally

result from overload conditions on the system, while higher currents are a consequence of

system faults. When such overcurrents are of extended duration, they may produce either

mechanical or thermal damage in a transforrner, or possibly both. At current levels near the

maximum design capability (worst case: through fault), mechanical effects from electro-

magnetically generated forces are of primary concern. The generated forces tend to loosen

the coils, deform the conductors, and damage insulation materials. Lower leveis of current

produce principally thermal heating, with consequence of overheating the transformer and

then shortening the transformer insulation life, which will be discussed in detail in chapter

In order to avoid thermal or mechanical damages, a transformer may be protected

by fuses, overcurrent relays, differential relays, pressure relays, and can be monitored for

abnormal conditions with the help of winding tempetature measurements, and chemical

analysis of the gas above the insulating oil. Whatprotective device shouldbe used generally

depends on the following factors:
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Transformer size

In the case of small transformers, overcurrent relays are used for both overload and

fault protection. Usually an extremely inverse (I2T=K¡ time-overcurrent characteristic is

preferable for overload and light faults, with an instantaneous overcurrent unit for heavy

faults. In the case of larger tansformers(10 MVA or greater in capacity), percentage current

differential relays are used for fault protection and overcurrent relays are used for overload

protection for transformer itself and stand-by protections for the system. Fuses are usually

used to protect the very small transformers(25O0 KVA or less).

Locatíon andfunctíon

In addition to the size of the ffansformer, the location (importance) of the transformer

in the network is also an important factor to affect the protection applications. For instance,

if the transformer is an integral part of the bulk power system, it will probably require the

more sophisticatedrelays in terms of design andredundancy. If itis adistribution step-down

transformer, a single differential relay and overcurrent backup will usually suffice.

Voltage

Generally, higher voltage fransformers will require more sophisticated and costly

protective devices, because of the higher cost of repairs.

I .4.2 TFansformer Current-Carrying Capability

The operating characteristic for all transformer protective devices, such as fuses and

relays, should be properly coordinated with the current-carrying capability of the transform-

er to avoid damage from prolonged overloads or through faults. An IEEE standard, "Trans-

former Through Fault Current Duration Guide-C57.109-1984", defines transformer cur-

rent-carrying capability, and is shown in figure 1.1 on next page. This standard is based

principally on informed engineering judgement and favorable historical field experience. So
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Category III Transformers

1000

100

10

Cunent (PU)
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For fault current ftom 507o to l00Vo of maximum possible:
I2T:K
'Where:

I:Symmetrical fault current in times normal base current
K:Constant determined at maximum / with t:2 seconds.

Figure 1.1 Transformer Current-Carrying Capability

the validity of the damage limit curves can not be demonsffated by test. The effects are pro-

gressive over the transformer lifetime.
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It is widely recognized that damage to transfonners from through faults is the result

of thermal and mechanical effects. The solid curve, defines the thermal capability for all rat-

ings, while the dashed curves(appropriate to the specific transformer impedance), defîne

mechanical capability. For proper coordination on any transformer, the protective device

characteristic should fall below both the mechanical and thermal portions of the transformer

capability curve.

| .4.3 Thansformer Overload Protection

1. Introduction

Transformer load may exceed its nameplate value. In this case, the ffansformer may

be overheated and the followins undesirable results mav be caused:

(1) The fansformer overheating shortens the life of the transformer insula-

tion in proportion to the duration of the high temperature and in (nonlin-

ear) proportion to the degree of the high temperature.

(2) Severe overtemperature may result in an immediate insulation failure.

(3) Severe overtemperature may result in the transformer coolant heated

above its flash temperature, with a resultant fire.

These undesirable results must be avoided. There are two kinds of overload relavs

to protect the transformer from overheating caused by overloading.

2. Conventional Winding Temperature Protection

Large transformers with forced cooling are usually fitted with winding (hot spot)

temperature devices to detect overloading of the transformer or failure of the cooling equip-

ment.

A thermo-electrical principle is used to perform the measurement of winding tem-

perature by simulating the thermal characteristic of the transformer at the winding hot spot.

1l
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The winding temperature insffument is situated in a special pocket located in the flow of top

oil and is, in addition, heated by a small heater energized from a current transformer con-

nected to measure the tansformer winding current. A temperature-sensitive resistor which

is located in the same pocket as this heater can be used to measure the top oil temperature

of the transformer plus an increment proportional to the load on the transformer, this incre-

ment being arranged to match the difference between top oil and winding hot spot tempera-

ture. Full use is made of the transformer overload capability by ananging the thermal time

constant of the equipment to be similar to that of the transformer.

The hot spot temperature device can have from one to three contacts which close at

successively higher temperature. With three contacts, the lowest level is commonly used to

start fans or pumps for forced cooling, and the second level to initiate an alarm. The third

step may be used for an additional alarm or to trip circuit breakers or to de-energize the trans-

former.

The illustration of the winding temperature instrument is shown in figure 1.2 .

3. Overcurrent Relav

Protection against excess current was naturally the earliest protective system to

evolve. From this basic principle, various time-current characteristic for overcurrent relays

have been being used in order to achieve correct relay co-ordination in different situations.

Among them, an inverse time characteristic relay is well recognized as one whose operating

time decreases as the maenitude of current increases.

Usually an extremely inverse overcurrent relay is used for the transformer overload

protection since the extremely inverse characteristic,Izt=K,is also the currentversus heating

characteristic of most apparatus. The extremely inverse characteristic can closely coordinate

with the ffansformer current-carrying capability(transformer thermal damage curve). Ac-

tually, the inverse time overcurrent relay for a transformer is not only an overload device,

12
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but also a fault-detecting device and the relay operating time will decrease as the magnitude

of current increases based on its time inverse characteristic.

The relay pickup setting is usually llíVo of the maximum overload acceptable. The

relay time setting may have to be high enough so that coordinations with other overcurrent

relays on the system can be maintained. Clearly transformer overcurrent relays provide poor

protection for through-faults, which is mainly acted on by differential protection, and may

be very slow even for terminal faults where high fault currents are involved.

On large transformers, therefore, overcurent relays are usually employed only as

back-up protection for terminal faults.
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1. .5 PHYSICAL UNITS

In a scientific study, SI units are logical and usually mandatory. In an engineering

study, it is sometimes more logical to use units that readers will be familiar with.

In the studies presented here, time and temperature are the physical quantities most

often encountered. Temperature is not a problem: engineers have been using Celsius (pre-

viously called Centigrade) for many years.

With respectto time, though, the unit traditionally used for loss of life studies in the

hour, and in cold load pickup studies, the minute is used. That is the reason for the choice

of those time units in this work.

14
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Temperature and Loss of-Life
Analysis

2.1 AD.APTIVE PICKUP BASED ON LOSS OF LIFE

At present, the pickup settings of existing transformer overload relays are basically

fixed. The protective relay engineers only set the relays to different settings in the different

seasons. Forexample, the winter setting usually is setto l30Vo of the summer setting atMan-

itoba Hydro. This fixed setting may limit or exceed the transformer loadability because this

setting is based on a simple assumption that the ambient temperature in a season doesn't

change very much. Obviously this assumption is not valid. The actual ambient temperature

varies greatly in a season. Even in a day, the temperature difference between the day and

the night may be as high as 200C. Therefore, if the actual ambient temperature is lower than

the assumed one, the relay setting will limit the transformer to carry more load that it is capa-

ble of carrying. On the other hand, if the actual ambient temperature is higher than the as-

sumed one, the relay setting will allow the transformer carry a load which is beyond its load-

ability and , as a result, may cause the transformer to be damaged thermally or mechanically

or both.

Here, the adaptive overload relay is designed to adapt to the loadability of a power

ffansformer due to varying ambient temperature, i.e. the pick-up current of the relay auto-

15
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matically adjusts according to the ambient temperature and the user-selected allowable rate

of loss of life (ROLOL) of the transformer. The accumulated loss of life is also calculated

and stored in memorv.

First of all, the adaptive overload relay will have as user-entered parameters:

1. the tansformer size(3 phase capacity in MVA)

2. the design temperature rise(550C or 650C)

3. the cooling method for the fransformer, and

4. the allowed rate of loss of life (equivalent to specifying the

maximum hot spot temperature)

Secondly, the relay characteristic must be specified. This can be easily done using

the provided "overcurrent relay editor" (a computer program running under MS windows

3.0 or later, which will be described in detail in chapter 4). With this editor, the user can

"draw" the characteristic by locating little squares that will finally be connected together to

form the relay characteristic. The little squares are not allowed to be located in the area of

I < 2 Pu(the shadow area in figure 2.1) because the adaptive pickup setting may vary up to

2PU.

Based on this information and the measured ambient temperature and load current,

the relay will calculate the hot spot temperature, rate of loss of life and accumulated loss of

life. The relay allows loading in two ways (the incorporation is shown in figure 2.1.):

a) The relay default is to automatically set its own pick-up level

atthe value given by the NORMAL ROLOL (normal rate of

loss of life) curve along with the ambient temperature infor-

mation. Note that the whole inverse time relay characteristic

curve is not shifted horizontally. Only the low current end of

the relay characteristic curve(between pickup setting and the

first little square from left) asymptotically approaches to the

76
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pickup setting vertical line. In this way, coordination with

other relavs is still maintained.

b) The user can elect to allow a higher than normal rate of loss

of life by selecting 2,4,8, 16, etc. multiples of ROLOL, and

fransmitting this information to the relay. This selection is

needed because 1) the load dispatch office may wish to load

the transformer beyond the normal level in order to handle an

emergency condition, 2) the protection engineer, after ex-

amining the historical record of loss of life through a modem,

might make an adjustment to the relay setting and advise the

load dispatcher of the new allowed steady-state load, or he

might also advise as to short time loading, using a simulation

based on the TTLOL program which will be discussed later.

Also, the relay should certainly prevent the transformer from thermal or mechanical

damage in any situation, as described in chapter 1. It is the user's responsibility to ensure

that the relay characteristic is put below the transformer thermal and mechanical damage

curye, defined in ANSVIEEE StandardC57.l09-19S5 [14]. This can be easily done when

the user "draws" the relay characteristic through the "overcurrentrelay characteristic editor"

because the transformer thermal and mechanical damage curve will be automatically dis-

played as the editor's background as long as the user enters the required transfonner parame-

ters. A safety margin should be left between the relay characteristic curve and the transform-

er damage curve.

Another feature of the relay is that it can be used as a historical datarecorder for sev-

eral parameters:

accumulated loss of life,

rate of loss of life,

i8
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. hot spot temperature,

. top oil temperature,

. ambient temperature, and

. loading.

All of them are versus time, over the past day, past month and past year. The density

of the stored data will be varied, depending on the time period into the past.

In addition, when the user selects a particular multiple (I,2,4,8, or 16) as shown

in Figure 2.7, it is equivalent to picking a trip level of the hot spot temperature. In other

words, this replaces the present 'analog model' hot spot trip device.

Since the adaptive setting is based on the ambient temperature, and in turn based on

the transformer temperature, the transformer temperature and its mathematicalmodels will

be discussed next.

2 .2 OVERVIEW OF TRANSFORMER IIEATING AND COOLING

2 .z.LPaths of Heat Flow in a Thansformer

Energy losses in a transfonner appear as heat in the core and coils. This heat must

be dissipated without allowing the windings to reach a temperature which will cause exces-

sive deterioration of the insulation.

To the user, temperatures in a transfonner are important for the determination of the

amount of overload and the length of time that overload can be applied, and how much "life"

of the transformer has been or will be lost by operation at various temperatures.

The paths of heat flow in a fransformer are so complex that precise calculation of all

temperatures within the transformer is not practical. Accurate measurement of these temper-

atures during actual load is also most difficult. Yet because temperature is a primary factor

in determining the life of the transformer insulation, it is essential to make a determined ef-

fort toward finding its value and finding economical means to keep it within limits.

r9
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again when it is cooled by the tank wali or cooler surface. In small transformers the tank

surface is usually adequate to dissipate the heat, especialiy if its area is increased by making

the tank taller than is actually necessa-ry. In medium-size transformers the area exposed to

the air can be increased by welding radiating fins to a tank. In larger transformers, where

more area is required, cooling tubes will be added.

2. OAl FAz Oil-Immersed Self-CooledÆorced-Air Cooled

This type of transformer is basically an OA unit with the addition of fans to increase

the rate of heat transfer from the cooling surfaces. The OAÆA transformer is applicable in

situations that require short-time peak loads to be carried recurrently, without affecting nor-

mal expected transformer life.

3. FOA: Oil-Immersed Forced-Oil-Cooled With Forced-Air Cooler

This type of transformer is intended for use only when both oil pumps and fans are

operating, under which condition any load up to full rated KVA may be carried.

4. OA/FOAIFOA

The rating of an oil-immersed transformer may be increased from its OA rating by

the addition of some combination of fans and oil pumps. Such transformers are normally

built in the range 10 MVA (OA) and above. Automatic controls respective to oil temperature

are normally used to start the fans and pumps in a selected sequence as transformer loading

increases.

4. OW: Oil-Immersed Water-Cooled

In this type of water-cooled transformer, the cooling water runs through coils of pipe

which are in contact with the insulating oil of the transformer. The oil flows around the out-

side of these pipe coils by natural convection, thereby effecting the desired heat transfer to

the cooling water. This type has no self-cooled rating.
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5. FOW: OÍl-Immersed Forced-Oil-Cooled With Forced-Water Cooler

External oil-to-water heat exchangers are used in this type of unit to transfer heat

from the oil to cooling water; otherwise the fransformer is similar to the FOA type.

2 .2.3 TFansformer Temperature Mathematic Model

The basic criterion which limits the fransformer loadability is the temperature of the

winding insulation. Loading beyond nameplate rating and cumulative loss of transformer

functional life have been the basic considerations in the long used " ANSIIIEEE Guide for

Loading Mineral-Oil-Immersed Power Transþrmers Up to and Including 100 MVA with

550C or 650C Average Winding rise" (ANSIIIEEE C57.92-1981). This guide has been

applied by the utilities and there have been no known adverse consequences. It provides

equations to enable estimation of tansformer temperatures, such as top oil and hot spot tem-

perature, as a function of load, and a relationship between the hot spot temperature and trans-

former aging. However, this guide is voluntarily limited to ambient air temperatures at or

above 00C because the variations in oil viscosity and winding resistance were not taken into

account. Yves Langhame and Jacques Aubin in Institute De Recherche D'Hydro-Quebec

(IREQ) developed apracticalmethod to take account of the oil viscosity in power transform-

ers and allow calculations of overloading capability down to -400C [16].

In order to analyze the temperature transients and the loss of life of power transform-

ers, which will be incorporated into the adaptive relay, a computer program, named

TTlOl(Transformer Temperature and Loss Of Life), has been developed here based on

both the ANSI/IEEE model and the IREQ model . This program can be used to calculate the

top oil temperature, the hot-spot temperature, the rate of loss of life and the loss of life of

mineral-oil-immersed power transformers for an arbinary loading pattern(ambient temper-

atures are allowed from -400C to 500C). It is also user friendly and its output is pictorial (see

Appendix: Instruction Manualfor TTLOL),which can be used on the IBM PC or compatible

personal computers.
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Next, these two models will be discussed respectivelv.

2.3 THE ANSI/IEEE MODEL

2.3.1 Tbansformer Life Expectancy

Transformer life expectancy at various operating temperatures is not accurately

known, but the information given regarding loss of insulation life at elevated temperatures

is considered to be conservative and the best that can be produced based on present knowl-

edge. Aging or deterioration is a function of time and temperature. Since, in most apparatus,

the temperature disüibution is notuniform, thatpartwhichis operating at the highesttemper-

ature will ordinarily undergo the greatest deterioration. Therefore, in aging studies it is usual

to consider the aging effects produced by the highest (hot spot) temperature.

It is well accepted that most insulations deteriorate under thermal aging in accor-

dance with the chemical reaction theory[36] and the practical application of this reaction rate

is expressed by equation (2.1) .

L, insulation life : HeT

Which can also be expressed as

lnL:!+ u
T

L:rcä|

(2.r)

(2.2)

Where H, K and M are constants and T is the absolute temperature. F;quation (2.2)

may be further expressed as

logls,L (2.3)

(2.4)

B
+A

T
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Where L is the life expectancy in hours, A and B are constants for the insulation sys-

tem, and T is the absolute temperature of insulation in degrees Kelvin (2730+degrees C).

The equation for calculating the expected life of the transformer insulation in ANSV

IEEE standard C57.92-1981 is :

( B +A\
L : 10'273*oh" "' (Hours) (2.s)

where

0¡" The hot-spot temperature (oC)

B :6972.15

A: -13.391 for 650C rise transfonners

A: -14.133 for 550C rise fransformers

Figure 2 .3 shows the transformer life as a function of hot spot temperature.

2.3.2 Normal Life Expectancy

"Normal" transformer life expectancy is defined as7 . }years or 0.0369 Volossof life

in one day, if loaded at 1 per unit at a continuous ambient temperature of 300C, according

to IEEE/ANSI standard C57 .92-1981.

The life expectancy of 7.42yearc appears to be inconsistent with experience in the

utility industry. Power transformers in reality do not have such a short life because the ambi-

ent temperature does not stay at 300C day and night, or from season to season, and the trans-

formers do not operate at a constantI00Vo load as well. For example, with the load pattern

and ambient temperature variation shown in figure 2 .4 ,thelifeof a self-cooled 650C trans-

former will be 35 years(O.008Vo loss of life per day).
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65lC rise (A-13.391 8=6972.15)
55uC rise (A:14.133 8=6972,15)
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Figtre 2 .3 Transformer Expected Life as a Function of Hot
Spot Temperature

2 .3.3 Equations for Calculating Thansient Heating of Oil-Immersed Thansformers

Basically, tansienttemperatures depend on the ability of the componentparts of the

transformer to absorb heat. The chief source of this heat is the current-carrying conductor.

The temperatures during an actual day inthe life of atransformermay vary over awiderange,

and during a particular overload cycle will probably be varying rapidly. To find out how

much overload the transfonner can carry, we must make some simplifying assumptions
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Figure 2 .4 Transformer Temperature and Loss of Life with Load
and Ambient Temperature Variation

about the variation in load. This is done by assuming that the transformer has been canying

a certain fraction of full load for a long time, after which the overload is apptied.

The variation of top oil and hot-spot temperatures can be described by the following

differential equations [12]:

eo + r" # : eu

eo : 0¡ when t:0

eu:on(*)"

(2.6)
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de"
es + ,0,# : oeu Q.8)

0s 9si when t:0
ïru : 0e,$) Ie* Q.g)

0ro-ea*0o

9nr:0o*0o+0s

(2.r0)

(2.rr)

where

eo : ambient temperature

es : hottest-spot conductor rise over top oil temperature

0ru - ultimate hottest-spot temperature rise for load L

0 e¡ : initial hottest-spot temperature rise for t:0

0 svt) : hottest-spot conductor rise over top oil temperature at rated load

0t, : hottest-spot temperature

eo : top oil rise over ambient temperature

eu - ultimate top oil rise for load L

0¡ : initial top oil rise for t:0

0n : top oil rise over ambient temperature at rated load

0,o : top oil temperature

K : ratio of load L to rated load

R : ratio of loss atnted,load to no-load loss

To : thermal time constant of transformer for any load L and for any specific tempera-

true differential between the ultimate top oil rise and the initial top oil rise

Tn : hottest-spot oil time constant
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t : duration of load in hours

m : winding exponent

n : oil exponent

Note: All temperatures are in 0C and all times are in hours.

The parameters used for the different types of fransformers are listed in tables 2.I and2.2

and the temperature terminology is shown in figure 2 .5 .
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TABLE 2.I Pararneters for 650C Rise Transformers [12]

TABLE Z.ZPammeters for 550C Rise Transformers [12]

COOLING

TYPE

OA

or

ow

FA

733Vo

or less

FA

over

t33Vo

Non-directed

FOA orFOW

Directed

FOA orFOW

0"rr¡ o C 25 30 35 35 35

0n 0c )) 50 +J 45 45

To (h) 3.0 2.0 r.25 r.25 r.25

Tn, (h) 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

R 3.2 4.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

m 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0

n 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0

COOLING

TYPE

OA

or

ow

FA

l33Vo

or less

FA

over

I33Vo

Non-di¡ected

FOA or FOW

Directed

FOA orFOW

9eçr) o C 20 25 28 28 28

0n 0ç 45 40 37 JI

To (h) 3.0 2.0 r.25 t.25 1.25

Tt, (h) 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

R 3.0 3.5 5.0 5.0 5.0

m 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0

n 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0
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2 .3.4 TFansformer Thermal Equation Derivation

All the above equations((2.6YQ.I1)) were not proved in the IEEE standard. In this

part, the transformer thermal dynamic equation used in the Standard will be derived. As we

know, in any thermal system, according to the law of conservation of energy, the thermal

equation can be expressed as:

Input watts: stored watts + dissipated watts (2.r2)

According to this basic equation(2.I2),the winding (hot spot) and the cooling liquid

(top oil) thermal equation will be derived below.

A. Oil Temperature

For a transformel ínput watts aÍe equal to watts due to core loss('W) + watts due to

copper loss (W.) at ambient temperature 0u. Note that the copper loss increase due to resis-

tance change as temperature changes from ambient, is ignored.

Storedwatts:M:Cd?dt dt

pacity of the oil in watt hours/Co.

. Where W is energy in watthours, C is the thermal ca-

de.
d, it the rate of change of average oil temperature

rise over the ambient temperature with time (C0/hours), 0 is the average oil tempera-

ture(C0) rise over the ambient temperature.

For large power transformers, radiation is an almost insignificant conffibutor to heat

transfer. Convection is dominant. Dissipated watts in many systems usually may be quite

accurately expressed: t34l t35l

Dissipated watts : IûP (2.I3)

Where k is a constant in watts/Co. p is a constant with usual range of 1.0 to 1.5.
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So the thermal equation is:

w"+W,: cff+rc, Q.l4)

In the steady state, Stored watts:O. Equation (2.14) becomes

W"+W, : ¡6n (2.rs)

Let R:ratio of copper loss at rated load to non-load loss, i.e.

w -w"''R

Where V/.. is the copper loss at the rated load. For the arbitrary load K(ratio of load

L to rated load), that is to say:

w" = Kwn

So,

W"+W, - KW-+þ

Kn+t:Rw*

ran+r_/n+rr_\=R-l\n"-/

Ka+t-(*..* t-l: R.1 \"---l)
Finally we get:
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substitute (2.16) inro (2.15), it becomes

Where 0¡ is the oil rise over ambient temperature at rated load. If let K:1 in equation

(2.17), equation (2.20) can be obtained.

Equation (2.19) can be rewritten as

': (+(#)*".*,)t (2 18)

t : r,(ry¡¡;

t,:(ïr*--*,)t

t,:tr(#)' (2.2r)

'Where 
n : I with usual range of 0.67 to 1 because p is in range of i to 1.5 and sub-

p

script ø refers to ultimate oil temperature. This is same as equation (2.7) (aeqttation adapted

from the IEEE standard).

The oil temperature dynamic equation (2.14) presents a quite difficult integration if

p is other than 1.0. Transformer engineers simply assume for this problem that p:l.0 and

modify k to give an approximately correct answer. Note that 0u is still defined by (2.21) and

usually n:0.8 for free convection with no fan cooling, n=0.9 for free convection with fan

(2.re)

(2.20)
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cooling and n:1.0 for forced convection(oil flow is forced by pumps). Finally equation

(2.14) becomes:

Where u, is the oil thermal time constant. This simplified equation exactly agrees

with equation (2.6).

In addition, as we know, the temperature at different levels of the cooling liquid is

different. In the transformer loadability consideration, hot spot temperature and top oil tem-

perature are of most interest. Equation (2.22) is suitable to calculate the oil temperature at

any height, but 0u should be different with the different height. The proper value of 0u can

be obtained through experiment.

B. Hot Spot Temperature

The derivation of the hot spot or "winding" temperature thermal equation is basically

the same as the top oil temperature. The only difference is the input energy. When we consid-

er the winding temperature, the watts due to copper loss (W.) is the only input energy. All

the other things, including core and oil, are the outside environment. The dissipated watts

still can be expressed as lc9p, but the value k and pmay be different from the above. In order

to distinguish them, k1 and py ( rather thankandp) are used. So equation (2.14) becomes

e*r"ff=ou

wc cff+nßn,

Same derivation as oil temperature, in the steady state

(2.22)

(2.23)

The definition to K and W.. are the same as above. So the ultimate hot spot tempera-

ture over the top oil temperature is
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w" : ¡çrgnr

I(W- : kr6or

(2.24) .

(2.2s)

(2.30)

e,. : (f,x,*",)^ (2.26)

t- : (*"*,,)^ * e,@)K- (2.27)

Where

1m: - e.2g)

lt \.o,*: ll*",1"' (2'29)
\Kt I

m is called the winding exponent and 0g1n¡ is the hot spot temperature rise over top

oil temperature at rated load.

Similarly the hot spot temperature thermal equation can be expressed as

e*r"!*0,
at

2.3.5 Flow Chart

The computer program, TTLOL (Transformer Temperature and Loss Of Life), uses

interactive dialog to get the required data including the previous load(per unit), the present

load (per unit), the ambient temperature(0c), the duration of time over which a solution is

required(hours) and the transformer type. For loading and the ambient temperature, an hour-

ly based input is a user option, in order that a varying daily load and ambient temperature

cvcles can be entered.
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Data Acquisition
L6,L,0¿,T,TYPE & parameters R,A,B

Kr:*

0":0¡,(H)"

0,, : O, ¡KRú¡ ,'R+1
ïru:0rç¡ I(*

L9o=9,ç¡¡-0,(t-ò,t)

oo = oo + (0,-0,¡!-rc.
lo

0, = 0, + (0ru-0r)#

0,o :0o+0o
0¡, = 0a*0o+0,

RoLoL : ,'*o , vo ldnv

'o(*;.,,)LOL : LOL+ Â-rx 100-

'o("fo'.')

0,o 0u ROLOL

See the List of
symbols for sym-
bol definitions

Figure 2 .6 Flow Chart
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The flow chart is shown in figure 2 .6 in which þ indicates the previous load (initial

steady-state load) in per unit, LOL (Loss Of Life) represents loss of life in per unit base on

normal loss of life , ROLOL(Rate Of Loss Of Life) means rate of loss of life in Vo per day

, T is the duration of the solution time in hours and ¡t is the time step of the calculation in

hours.
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2 .4 THE IREQ MODEL

2 .4.1 Effect of Oil Viscosity and lVinding Resistance

In the ANSVIEEE model, a number of simplifications have been made. One of the

main assumptions introduced in the equations charactenzingthe thermal behavior is that the

variation of oil viscosity with temperature can be neglected. Although it is acknowledged

that this variation does in fact have an effect on the top oil temperature rise and the oil time

constant, it is assumed that this effect will be offset by the opposite variation in winding resis-

tivity. In a temperature range not too far from the nominal ambient temperature of 300C, such

a simplification is quite acceptable but it restricts the application of the equations at tempera-

tures below OoC.

The effect of oil viscosity variation is twofold: an increase in oil viscosity at low am-

bient temperatures will increase the oil time constant, and, under steady state conditions, it

will increase the temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the ftansformer.

Because the ultimate top oil temperature rise is a more difficult problem to tackle, it should

be put aside in favor of the temperature atthe interface between the cooling duct and the insu-

lating paper around the conductor.

2.4.2 Thermal Model

The thermal model developed by IREQ[16] is based on IREQ's own experimental

results. It takes account of all the physical characteristics of the oil, including the viscosity,

variations in the cooling conditions caused by outside air, and the effect of variations in the

thermal load as a result of changes in the resistivity of the copper and stray losses in the wind-

ings.

The thermal model can be written as follows:
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0t, 0o + (06o - 0") + (0, - 0uò + (0¡, - 0r)

where the new symbols are:

0øo : bottom oil temperature

e, : winding surface temperature at top of ducts

This model uses bottom oil temperature 06oinstead of top oil temperature 0,o .

This is because the bottom oil temperature at the duct inlet is very stable and allows good

repeatability of the measurements.

2 .4.3 Calibration

The IREQ model was calibrated with respect to that described in ANSVIEEE stan-

dañ C57-92 in order to obtain

65oC rise 55oC rise

onr: llooc

0":300C

K : 1 in steady state

9nr: gsoc

0":300C

K : 1 in steady state

For this pu{pose, reference temperatures (rated values) were selected (see figure

2.5). The choice was based on the need to establish some sort of consistency in the bulk of

information available. In the IREQ research report, however, only 650C rise transformer ref-

erence temperatures were given. In order to incorporate the 550C rise transformer, its refer-

ence temperature needed to be decided as well. In this paper, the criterion to choose the 550C

rise transformer reference temperature is just simply to reduce the reference temperatures

for 650C rise transformer by a factor gsllt}, since 0¿":950C and 9nr: 1i00C for 550C

and 650C transformers respectively (Table 2.3 andFigure 2.6).Tine calculation results of

steady state hot spot temperatures (Figure 2.8) show that this criterion is valid.

Note that the subscript "r" means rated value.
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0,, 0u,
P-
bo
a¡Tr

bo-ñõ.F

L
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Reference Temperature (rated values) for 650C Transformers

0,, 0 
^,,

I sol| :soc 3:oL'l.Tl
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Reference Temperature (rated values) for 550C Transformers

Figure 2 .7 Reference Temperature for IREQ Model

TABLE 2.3 Reference Temperatures for IREQ Model

é

(-f

õ.

E

L

65uC rise ffansformers 55uC rise transformers

ear (uC) 30 30

ouo, (oc) 66 58

0., (oc) 104 90

o*, (oc) 96 82

ohr. (oC) 110 95

Where 0*ris the mean temperature of winding under rated conditions.
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2.4.4 Steady State Temperatures Equations [1,6]

The general equation for the thermal model was developed earlier as

0n, 0o + (06o - 0) + (0, - 0uò + (0¡,,, - 0r) (2.31)

The three terms of this equation are defined below:

T. (ïuo-0o)

IMwI?R +

)
(0øo - 0ò (9uo, - 0o, t er (0¿roo) )

where

9uoo: 0o+36

er(0¿roo) : -7.75rÆ + 0.553

Mw 0., 234'5 + ow 
+ 0.2 

234'5 + o"
" 234.5 + 0*, 234.5 + 0*

e* ?uo + (0*, - 06o) (My¡P)"

R+1 (2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.36)

The term M* represents the increase in the winding resistance corresponding to the change

in the elecfrical resistivity of the copper with the temperature. The ratio of pure resistive

losses to stray losses here is assumed to be 80:20.

Equation (2.33) and (2.34) are straight forward. e r (9¡rm) can be easily found. But equations

(2.32), (2.35) and (2.36), must be solved jointly. From equation (2.35), we can get

M** (234.5*0*,)-234.5 (2.37)e,
r.6

substitute (2.37) into (2.36):

(234.5 + 0,,) - 234.5 - (0*, - 0u,) (MwI()" Q.38)?no =
u* + JttP* - os+

r.6
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substitute (2.38) into (2.32):

| /"'n^ 't"lM*=-'l¡l'--uæ*J-le"*'l+'s+(0,,,-06o,)(Msl()n+(06o,-0o,+.,,rr,*rr(#)'I
\ ¡f+, I l

(2.3e)

Where

e t (O¿tqo): nominal corrections of (0* - 0.)

All variables in equation(2.39) are known exceptM*,so this equation can be solved by itera-

tion. Then by substituting M, into equation (2.32), bottom oil temperature 0u can be ob-

tained.

2.(0,-9uo)

The difference between the winding surface temperature at the top of ducts and the bottom

oil temperature is characterized by the following equation

(0'-0øò

where 
1

I
Vrq | ,*.J

0

(2.4r)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

Tx (0,o

0,o :0o+

0ørc0 - 0o

ez(0urcù

w tor

-36

t
2.9e

,o)

) ro,

36

9e

@

dx

l¡ la.o_j

ou,

(e

+3

'14.03

IVx : 10[
312.83

Tf
312.8

Tx

bo)

0,^

,")

tor

0ro

0ø

,(

)

a bo,

I bor,

3.15

00)

'"q(o

,q(0t

273,

ourc'

es(

v,

ve

2((

[,

85

o-

€2

'585

l, _
DO

* €,,¡

,)

7

0

-9bo,

,

- 0.:

.r+(

,-0o,

ouoo
,-ã-

263

?nv¡K,!
R

v¡K

)

lu

+1

z]o.atr
(2.40)

+1
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where

v, , v"q: oil viscosity at height x, equivalent value throughout the duct

0,o, : 0n + 30 0¡, was given earlier in table z.l and2.2 respectively.

e2(066): nominal corrections of (0* - 0")

3.(0n,-0,)

This temperature difference is linked to the conduction heat flux in the windings.

It is a direct function of local heat losses in the upper part of the winding. It is expressed as

(|nr-0,) : (0nr-0r,) MhIe (2.46)

r s*É,-I f, -l

M¡ : oelW:a-+:"| . o.ol ?-!,t=*r!', I

L234.-.-r,r,J L-34.5*tr,J e.47)

The term M¡represents changes in the electrical resistivity of the conductors with tempera-

ture. The ratio of pure resistive losses to sffay losses at the top of the windings is assumed

to be 60:40 [16].

Substitute equation (2.17) into equation(2.16), equation (2.1S) can be get.

0,,, : 0, + (0 n,, - 0 àP 
þ 
r(æ*) ., ^(æ*)l Q 48)

Solving this equation by iteration,0^ can be obtained.

2 .4.5 Thansient Equations

It is assumed that each of the three temperature differences of equation (2.31,) varies

exponentially in the tansient state according to its own individual time constant. Thus the

differential equation becomes
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+ : + (0 uo, - 0 uo) + !lrt,, - 0 uou) - (0, - 0 u")l + !¡{e r,, - 0,u) - (0 n,- p,)J
dt t1 '""" t*" "* vv'J 

Í2'''--

(2.4e)

where

The subscript z, such as 0 bou, refers to ultimate steady state temperature for load L.

11 : To, time constant of the bulk oil in the tank, which was shown earlier in Table 2.1 and

TabIe2.2.

T2 : time constant of the temperature rise of the copper with respect to its immediate envi-

ronment, which is taken as 7 min.

rw : time constant of the temperature rise of the upper duct wall , which depends on the be-

havior of the oil flow in the cooling duct and the characteristics of the heat transfer

between the oil and the duct wall. This time constant can be expressed by equation

(2.20) which is based on an experimental regression.

/ n nonrtt2 a.^ \Izzz.76+2.7876(12-r6t) - ^^^^^-_..n _-t-rouÍw |# +0.023986+0.000265(f -nfi le-æ-\øl
r70_.2r + 57.651+#-7.014 x 1o-l (P-rzt) (2.50)

ø

where

To, 0ø , l:5.6 mm , ø :2000P

2.4.6 Flow Chart

The flow chart is shown in figure 2.7 . Basically, it is the same procedure as the IEEE/

ANSI model , although most of the equations are different. Note that the formulas for calcu-
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Data Acquisition

h,L,0", T,TYPE &parameter R,A,B

Kn- h
- Lrot"d

ouø
er (0¿roo) = -7.75¿-1tr + 0.553

onæ
ez(?¡¡,) = 2.9eñ-0.207

M* = - I Mr"464.. # 0_,1r.* rros + (0,,-06)(MyI()n + (06o,-0o,+., (rr,*))(#)

bou = 0o+ (0øo, - 0o, + e1(d¿roo) ) P(*:'\n ,,o, = 0o +'-""'\ R+1 I
( o,o,-oo,+ ez(ouæ), (""#^i. 

t 

)'
,u : o bou * (o u _ o u,) lW]o'' rr**ro.u,,

hsu : os,t (eh.-oàr( 
l 

r r(ffi) ., ^(m)
0¡, : 9uu 0,o : 0,ou

0, : îru 9uo : ?uo,

0uo:9uo+(0u.,-0n):îuo :ïuo + (0u",-0n)Z 0, :0,+(0uo,-06)Z +((0,u-06")-(0,-eà)î

0 n = 0 
^ 

+ 10 *, - 0 u"¡ 
! + ((0,, - 0 6",) - (0, - 0 r")) ! + ((0 

^, 
- 0,") - (0 * - O,¡¡ 4

;ÍwÍ2
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'o 

rc\ffi.n)

,o("fo.')
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0,o 0^ ROLOL
L or 0" ís changed ?

Figure 2 .8 Flow Chart for IREQ Model
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lating 051s9 and V.o are not shown in the flow chart.

2.5 R,ESULT

2.5.1 Steady State Hot Spot Temperature

Figure 2 .9 is the calculated result of steady state hot spot temperature as a function

of ambient temperature and ftansformer load by using both the IREQ and ANSVIEEE mod-

els. From this figure, the following conclusions can be made:

(1) The hot spot temperatures calculated by the two methods for

a reference ambient temperature of 300C are practically iden-

tical for loads ranging from 75 to I50Vo, although only the

point , with 0.:300C, K:l and 0¡r:l lQ0C for 650C rise trans-

formers or 0¡r:950ç for 550C rise transfortners, has been ad-

justed to be strictly common to both.

(2) The slopes of the hot spot temperature curves are also very

similar in both cases for the ambient temperature not far from

300c.

(3) When the ambient temperature decreases or when the trans-

former load is low, the curve of steady state hot spot tempera-

ture as a function of ambient temperature and transformer

load is becoming nonlinear in the IREQ model. This reveals

the effect of the oil viscosity. The greater the viscosity, the

greater the nonlinearity.

(4) When K:1.5, the viscosity has an almost negligible effect

since this load level corresponds to high bulk oil temperature,

with the result that the viscositv varies verv little.
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Figure 2 .9 Steady State Hot Spot Temperatures as a Function of Ambient Temperature
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2.5.2 T[ansient Tþmperature

Figure 2 .I0 - 2 .I3 arc the computer ouþut result with two numerical exampies for

calculating transient temperature and loss of life of power tansformers by using IREQ and

IEEE respectively. The overloads applied in these two examples are the same. The only dif-

ference between them is the ambient ternperature. One is 300C and the other one is -300C.

In these figures, note that the table enclosed by the rectangle shows the final values

of the input and ouþut variables, as well as the final value of the rate of loss of life, which

is not plotted. In fact, when the program runs, these values are updated with every calculating

step. The loss of life axis calibration is normalized withrespectto the normal loss of life over

the period of the plot, which was defined earlier in section 2.2.2. Also, the curve and its cor-

responding notation are displayed in the same color on the computer screen, so that it is easy

to rccognize what the curve represents.

From the examples, the following can be seen:

The maximum hot spot temperatures yielded by the IREQ model

are higher than those of the ANSVIEEE model. The hot spot temper-

ature differences between the two models at low ambient tempera-

ture are much bigger than those at high ambient temperature.

The loss of life calculated by using the IREQ model is systematical-

ly higher than that obtained by using the ANSÍIEEE model. The

IREQ model therefore seems to be more conservative at low tem-

peratures than the extrapolation made from the ANSVIEEE model.

For significantly higher ambient temperature(>00C) the differences

of the calculated temperature between the two models are quite

small however.

computer program details, please refer to Appendix 2, < TTLOL Instruction

(1)

(2)

For

Manual
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Chapter 3

Princ¡p¡e of Gold Load Piekup

3 .1, ADAPTIVE PICKUP BASED ON COLD LOAD PREDICTION

For the electical distribution transformer which predominantly serves residential

loads, the selection of the transformer capacity is often based on diversified load peak. When

a cold weather power outage occurs, this diversity is rapidly lost. As a result, when the power

supply is restored, a large fraction of the installed space heaters will demand power simulta-

neously from the system (The same thing happens during power restoration to air condition-

ing load in hot weather). This simultaneous rc-energization will cause conventional over-

load relay ftipping.

According to a survey about cold load pickup problems among 95 companies[33],

60Vo of them experienced cold load pickup problems serious enough to cause feeder time

overculrent relay tripping. The way for most utilities to deal with this cold load restoration

problem is to sectionalize feeders so that only a few loads at a time are picked up. However,

this approach may restore the power supply quite slowly.

Here, the adaptive overload relay is designed to adapt for fast cold load restoration.

The overload relay pickup setting adjusts automatically due to the prediction of the cold

load peak and its duration, to prevent undesirable tripping. The incorporation is shown in
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figure 3.1. The transformer thermal and mechanical damage curve and relay characteristic

were defined in the previous chapter.

I 10 100

Current (PU)

Figure 3 .1 Pickup setting in accordance with the prediction of cold load peak
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Chøpter 3 Princíple of Cold Load Pickup

First of all, the overload relay will have as user-entered parameters:

. Mean value of house thermal time constant(minutes)

. Mean value of temperature gain of heater(0C)

. Thermostat dead-band(oC)

. Standard deviation o for p and 0, which will be defined later, (default value is

30Vo)

. System installed heater capacity(PU of ftansformer capacity)

. System load prior to outage(PU)

The relay continuously monitors the load current. If the load current suddeniy

changes to zero, the relay will know thatapower outage has occurred and begin to continu-

ously calculate the expected re-close load, based on the above parameters and the measured

ambient temperature and outage duration, and continuously reset its own pickup level to

20Vo above the predicted load or to the pre-outage relay setting, whichever is higher. The

margin o120Vo is to increase security (false trip prevention).

3 .2 LOAD PREDICTION REVIEW

The loads on a power system are the aggregation over hundreds or thousands of

houses, such that individual details largely wash out, and only consistent trends remain. A

traditional approach in load prediction is to use historical data for the system demand to ar-

rive at an empirical model. However this method is unsuitable for some applications where

it is necessary to predict the behavior of the load due to sudden changes in the system. Cold

load pickup falls into this category. Physically based load models are especially useful in

such cases. System loads can be generally divided into two groups: non-diversified loads

and diversified loads. The former, such as lighting, washing, etc, will nothave any additional

"flyback" upon restoration. Usually, an appliance in this group which was on when the out-
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Chapter 3 Principle of Cold Load Pickup

age occurred will still be on whenpower is restored; and vice versa. The latter, such as elec-

tric heaters, air conditioners, refrigerators, freezers, etc., ate controlled thermostatically.

These appliances cycle on and offautomatically inresponse to thermostatic control. Diversi-

ty among these appliances is achieved by the diversity of the steady state duty cycle of the

appliance. The characteristic of the diversified loads is what we will investigate in this chap-

ter.

Different physically based models have been proposed to predict the magnitude of

the cold loadpeak for agivenhome[20]-l29l.However, theprocesses are basically the sarne,

i.e. one proceeds by modeling the demands of individual components at the user level first;

subsequently, these component demands are aggregated to obtain the load at a given point

in the system. Among the above models, arelatively simple dynamic model for the tempera-

ture of a house, which uses more analytical techniques to study the cold load pickup, has

been previously used by lhara and Schweppe[20], and has been duplicated here. A computer

program, named CLPU, is developed here to simulate this process and to evaluate trans-

former loss of life under cold load pickup conditions.

3 .3 THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF A HOUSE

The thermodynamics of individual houses during and after an outage play an impor-

tant role in determining the magnitude and the duration of the cold load peak; therefore, the

thermodynamics of a house must be modeled efficiently. Thermal models of a house have

been investigated for the purpose of estimating heating and cooling loads for many years.

Some of them are in greater detail and useful for the design of heating or cooling systems

or for studying the specific energy demands for a house. Since our objective in modeling the

demand process is for use in aggregation, a detailed model is not needed. Instead, the follow-

ing simple dynamic model[2O], in which it is assumed that the operating state of an individu-
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al electric space heater is controlled by a thermostat whose state itself depends on a tempera-

ture function. is used:

dT lt^
; : -i7-rr-wrs) (3'1)

W:1(or 0) keeping unchanged until T

reaches T, (or Tr-Â) i.e

(
lw:1 if T<7,-L
Lw:0 if r>r,

where

t :Time in minutes

T :The average temperature of the interior of the house, degree Celsius

T¡ :Targettemperaturewhichtheroomtemperature T approaches whiletheheater

is continuously off, degrees Celsius

Tr :Temperature gain of heate¡ degree Celsius (Heater capacity relative to house

heatloss, equal to thesteadystate temperatureriseoverT¡, if heater is contin-

uously "on")

t =Effective thermal time constant in minutes ( a weighted mean of the time con-

stants of all the parts of a house )

w :Thermostat status,l:"on", O:"offl'

^ 
=Thermostat dead-band, degrees in Celsius

Figure 3 .2 shows how the thermostat works, i.e. thermostat status versus room tem-

perature.
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Figure 3 .2 Thermostat State Vs. Room Temperature

If we assume that the room temperature arrives at thermostat setting value T5 at t:0,

the solution of equation (3. 1 ) is shown below and the curve of room temperature versus time

is shown in figure 3 .3 .

Cooling(V/:0):

T:Tf+(7,-T¡)e-i 0<t<ds (3.2)

Heating(W:1):

T = Tf* T, + (7, - TÍ- T, - L)¿-*

dsStSdl+ds

(3.3)

Where

On-duration dr:minutes required for the room temperature T rise from the lower set point

(Tr-^) to the upper set point Tr.

Off-duration do:minutes required for T to descend from T. to (Tr-A).
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Figure 3 .3 Room Temperature Versus Time

Since T:Ts-^ at t:do and T:Ts at t:dr+do, substitute these into (3.2) and (3.3) :

Ti

from (3.4)

from (3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

n-^: T¡+(r,-r¡)# (3'4)

T,: T¡+Tr+ (T,-Tr-fr- L)å (3.5)

T"_7,
Cl¡:TlÍL#- T,-Tr- L

T,-Tf-7"- L
4t:Tlïla- T,-TÍ-T|

þo: ,d'l ,At+ Ao

The duty cycle ps of the thermostat is defîned as below
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The on and offdurations can be obtained by using equation (3.6) and (3.7) respective-

ly. In Manitoba, the house thermal time constants are of the order of 10 hours, rather than

t hour quoted in [20]. Dr. G. V/. Swift, professor at the University of Manitoba and my advi-

sor, did a cooling run on his own house on May I , lggl,which was a cold day (-30C) in that

season. No one left or entered the house during the run. The result was t=30 hours. His house

is a 2000 square feet house and sufficiently insulated with 2x6 walls and tiple-glazed win-

dows. Based on this, and discussions with Manitoba Hydro personnel, it was decided that

a good average value of thermal time constant for Manitoba might be 10 hours. It was gener-

ally agreed that tentative estimates of some of the cold-load-pickup parameters in Manitoba

are:

^ 
Thermostat dead-band 20 C

(L : -2o C for air conditioner )

Te Heater 'GAIN' 700 C

TB Air Conditioner 'GAIN' -200 C

t House Time Constant L0 hours

With the above typical parameters and the ambient temperature variation, the ther-

mostat "on" duration, "off'duration and the duty cycle, which is defined in equation (3.8),

are plotted in figure 3 .4 . Although the duty cycle curve looks like a straight line, it is not.

Figure 3 .5 shows the errors between the duty cycle curve and the straight line which goes

through two points(the start point and the end point). However, because the errors are so

small, the duty cycle curve can be quite accurately expressed as a straight line.
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To do this, we simply assume that the room temperature curve in the dead band area

are straight line ( the bold line in figure 3 .3 . This assumption is practical especially in Man-

itoba because T )) 
^. 

V/ith this assumption, the following equations can be obtained:

)_ul
Tt+Tr-7,+ A,

rL,

(3.e)
rL

do:

þo:

T,-T¡

dl T,-T¡
Tr+ L

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.13)

ù+do

Figure 3 .6 shows the difference between using the above simplified formula and us-

ing the true formula defined by (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8). It can be concluded from figure 3 .6

that the difference between the simplified and the accurate, especially for the duty cycle, pg,

which is the most interesting variable in cold load pickup analysis, is very small as long as

thermal time constant t is much greater than dead band Â.

ln Ihara and Schweppe's paper[Z}], however, equation (3.9) was defined as (3.12)

_ rL,Øt (3.12)

and the duty cycle was given by equation (3.13) accordingly

Ur:T

The derivations of these equations were not shown in their paper. They probably

thought A could be ignored because it was so small. In our studies, we will use equation

(3.9) and (3.10) instead of equation (3.12) and (3.13), in order to obtain higher accuracy.
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If the rating of the heater is P kilowatts and the thermostat duty cycle is ps, then the

energy consumed over an extended period of time t-under constant condition is Ppet-, so

that Pps equals the average demand for a given ambient temperature.The mean value of ps

over all the space heaters in the system correspond s to the díversíty factor of the space heater

(or air-conditioner) load. So if the mean value of ps in the system is known, the cold load

peak can be correspondingly found if the total installed heater capacity is known.

3 .4 SYSTEM DIVERSITY EACTOR PREDICTION

The expected value of the thermostat mean status can be considered as the probabili-

ty of the thermostat being in on-status, which is represented with p. This probability varies

due to on/off-duration and the duration of outage.
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First of all, the room temperature is normalized by (3.I4)

Ë :T' ,7 (3.14)'^

The thermostat changes the stafus from "on" to "ofP', if f reaches "0", and from "off'

to "on", if f, reaches "1" for both heater and air conditioner cases as show in figure 3 .7 .

Èr
a

?0fl.E

U)

01
Normalized room temperature f

Figure 3 .7 Thermostat Switch Status as a Function of f

Equation (3.9) and (3.10) are rewritten as:

where

.0ao=-
J

,e
A1 :-' 1-s

,:ffi:n,

0: 'L,Tr+ L'

(3.1s)

(3.16)

(3.r7)

(3.18)
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0 is called the harmonic constant in Ihara's paper [20]. It is an important parameter

because all the thermodynamic cha¡acteristics of a house are included in this parameter and

it is independent of weather and internal heat source. Comparing with the definition(equa-

tion (3.8)) the harmonic constant can also be expressed as a function of only d1 and ds(equa-

tion (3.19) which is derived form equation (3.15) and (3.16)):

(3.1e)

Before an outage, the probability of the heater being in on-status is Bg:d1/(d1+ds),

and being in oÊstatus is ds/(d1+ds). The room temperature T could be any value within the

dead-band. After an outage of D minutes, the probability of the room temperature being out-

side of the dead-band is D/d¿. There are three possible cases at the time (t:0) of the power

being restored.

1. T is outside of the dead-band, and the heater is "on" at t:0. The probability p1 of

this case is expressed as

(3.20)

2. T is within the dead-band, the heater is "on" att-D, and remains "on" at t:0.

The probability p2 of this case is

Pr:+
Ar

þt: 1

D<da

D>do

þr: (r - þr) ,4' ,
At + Clo

3. T is within the the dead-band, the heater is

t:0. The probability p3 of this case is given by

(3.2r)

e: drù
dr+ d"
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F,:0-þ,)h; (3.22)

In case 3, þ refers to the probability of heater being "offl'. However, as time elapses

after restoration, the status of the heater in this case will also change from "ofP' to "on".

The probability of heater being "on" in this case is called É, .

As time increases, the room temperature T, pi, B2 and p3 are all functions of time. Also

B is the sum of the probabilities of the thermostat being in the on-status in the above 3 cases,

i.e. þ:þt+þz+fu Thecurvesandformulasforþ1,þ2,p3andBareshowninFigures3.3-3.6

(Equation (3.23), (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26)).
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1. D>ds and d6>d1

TIME, drDd"+ 
d,

dÐ
d"

(3.23)

lþ,:, ir o<,={
lda

lr,:-i.,.1 - +.,=a,*ff
Lu,:o ir a,+ff<t<do.#

þz: o

þs: o

þ : þ'+þz+þ'

Figure 3 .8 Room Temperature and Diversity Factor
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2. D>ds, ds(d1

(3.24)

lp,:, ir o<,=!
l' d"

]B,=-l*l*r ir +<t < do+!P
f"dtdoda"do
lß,:o'-ú if d'D

u' dt t>d* 
do

þz: o

þ': o

þ : þ,+ þ,+ þ,

Figure 3 .9 Room Temperature and Diversity Factor
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3. D<do, ù>d,

slopæl

case I

case 2

case 3
@ all of 3 cases

D

=aO

,, -\-!L'' dg'd1+d6

,r-3^j--
ao alrao

if 0<t s dI

ùDlï ú1tSdt4-
d6

drD1I t>dr+ 
do

ds-þ r i,

do-D dt

-'-""

- dtD'do+ d¡ -Dd¡+ç' -

'ao 'tt

' . dtD ds+d¡-D
"t.E0dÐ

do

l:,,ii.r.'

if d, > ú-D
(^ r .^^
lþ3-dt+do 

if0<tsdo-D

le'- * ,? ir do-D <t s d1

1 rt.ro
l^ t D
ll3--:+1--;--:-; if d1 <1<ù+do-D
I or*oo at+ao
(É¡:0 if t>fi+do-D

þ':o "ìh
Yr,",==o*.ffi

iro<r =H-
t ff<t < ar

if t> dl

if d, < ù-D

(3.2s)

Figure 3 .10 Room Temperature and Diversity Factor

þ : þr+ þz+ þz
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4. D<d{ ù< d,

case 1

case 2

case 3

all of 3 cases

d^LD , '": dtD , . dg di dotù-P' T ao+'',4(":::

'ßrr ,rl
tl

. dtD*¿otal

D
d"

,, D, ú :
v- 

¿ot ¿t+a

^-\ 
do

'' d6'd1+dg -

otherwise same as 3.

rf 0<t s dr

tf ù<t < d¡+ds

if. t>fi+ds

Dd.t
rI do < -d;

lu,=*

lu':-í,,1.'
f ^ D d,D-ú,l!'=aT

if dt> ao+arft

lþ,=o-L)-+ ir o* = II as ay+ as d6

l^ t dt - if d'o ., < d^*d'D
1Or=-on^*-ond 

- do -,-*' do

I u, =,r-Lt A ¿tA-dà-¿ro ,,.- ' .!rD( - ds' d1+ds Ñ 
trt>40+4'

\d''D-4
do dÐ

dg'd1+dO d(g-d¡D

2* ¿o+ d1-D

(3.26)

Figure 3 .11 Room Temperature and Diversity Factor
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Based on the above analysis, the duration and the magnitude of the overload in terms

of þ(t) canbe listed in the following table. All of them are expressed as the function of the

outase and on/off duration.

Figure 3 .12 Duration and

t2

Magnitude of Overload in Terms of P(t)

TABLE 3.1 Severity of Overload

D<d* d- <D <do do <D

dtD

do
do- D 0

L2 Min (d, , do-D) drD

do

dtD

do

þ'
(D + dr)

(do+ dr)

(D + d,)

(do + dr)
I

p'
Ddl
d"- dr+d" I 1

þ'
Ddl
ù* dr*d. I I

where d- = ú
do+ dt
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3 .5 AGGREGATION \ryITII STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

1. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

The above derivation for the probability of the heater being "on" is only based on a

single house. In a power system, the load on a distribution transformer contains hundreds

or thousands of houses. Since different houses may have different parameters, such as house

size, house insulation material, thermal time constant, heater capacity, thermostat setting

value, thermostat dead band value, etc., on-duration and offduration for different houses

are different, and in turn, duty cycle Êo an¿ harmonic constant 0 are different.

We assume Fo and 0 are normally distributed with an indicated standard deviation

and mean value.

2. INPUT DATA REQUIREMENT FOR COMPUTER SIMULAIION

The required input data for the computer simulation is shown as follows:

. Mean value of house time constant(minutes)

. Mean value of temperature gain of heater(OC)

. Thermostat dead-bandec)

. Ambient temperature(oC)

Figure 3 .13 Probability Disftibution
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. The duration of outage(minutes)

. St¿ndard deviation o of þ and 0 (defautt value is 30Vo)

. System installed heater capacity(PU of transformer capacity)

. System load prior to outage(PU)

. Length of simulation run(hours)

. Initial relay pickup setting(PU)

3. AGGREGATION

With above input data, a personal computer program has been developed to aggre-

gate the load. The algorithm is shown below:

Theoretically, the varying range of pg is between 0 and 1, and the varying range of

0 is from 0 to MIN(d1, ds) which equals the smaller value between d1 and d6.

(1) Calculateþo and0o

(2) Divide custom houses into25 groups, which are the combinations of 5 different

B and 5 different 0. Since theoretically the varying range of p is between 0 and

1 and the varying range of 0 is from 0 to MIN(d1, do) which equals the smaller

value between d1 and ds, p and 0 are simply divided as

P:þ,-+ t:t,-+
þ : þo-r"+ o : oo-r"+

þ:þo

þ-þ0,.+

þ : þo*,"ff

0:00

0:00+ MIN(ùL, ú)-0o

MIN(ùL, d.) -00
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Chapter 3 Principle of Cold Load Pickup

(3) Calculatedr(i' i) and dn(i, i )

lowing formula

where i:|,2,3,4,5 j:I,2,3,4,5, by using the fol-

(3.27)

(3.28)

dt(i,

dr(i,

^ ei
tl:-rl 

l-þ,

0,
rì : --¿r' 

þ,

(4) Calculate diversity factor þQ, i ) in each case by using (3.23)-(3.26). Note that

þ(i, i ) is the function of time t.

(5) Aggregation using (3.29)-(3.32)

{(
P-ñ>ZP<t,

55
N: > lr,rPç,

Èl ¡l

ts_fgz

Pr@): ¿--7
@+s)z

j ) x Pr@(i, / ) ) x Pr(0(i, j ) )

J))xPr(0(i,j))

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

Pr(0): ¿- ú

(6) Calculate system load by using (3.33)

Load:þ x pi,+pu¿

where

P¡: system installed heating load

Pua : un'diversified load
:Po-þox Pn

po: system load prior to outage

þs:diversity fcator prior to outage
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3 .6 COMPUTER SIMULATION EXAMPLE

The following is an example, atypical situation in winter on the Manitoba Hydro sys-

tem, using CLPU, a personal computer program written in C language:

Average thermal time constant of houses

Average heater gain

Average thermostat dead band

Thermostat setting value

Ambient temperature

Outage duration

Heater loads (pu of transformer capacity)

Load before outage

Length of simulation run

Initial relay pickup setting (pu)

Standard deviation of data

10 hours

700c

20C

200c

100c

2 hours

0.5

0.9

6 hours

t.2

30Vo (default)

After the above required data are entered on an IBM or a compatible personal com-

puter through interactive dialogue, the screen invokes the graphics mode and the program

draws the predicted load and the corresponding relay setting curve shown in figure 3 .14 .

The program continuously resets the relay pickup to20Vo above the predicted load or to the

initial relay setting, whichever is higher. Thus about half ær hour into the outage, the relay

setting starts to rise above I.2pu, reaching a maximum of about 1.6 pu at the time of the ac-

tual reclosing.

The increased rate of loss of life during this temporary overload can be examined us-

ing TTLOL program which was discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 3 .15 is the result of loss of

life evaluation under above cold load pickup condition. In this example, a self-cooled, 650C

fansformer is examined using the IREQ model.
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f,trld Load Peak(PU)
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Figure 3 .14 CLPU Output 1
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Figure 3 .15 CLPU Output 2
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Chapter 4

lmplementation

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The implementation of this relay is ca:ried out on the APT platfolrn, a standard DSP

board and PC board based relay. Comparing with other relays, there is a significant change

in this design, i.e. the relay's software is user accessible ( APTplatform is also called "user-

accessible software protection system platform".) and all the hardware is off-the-shelf ex-

cept the A"/D converter and VO board.

The evolution of protectiverelays has experienced several generations. With the rap-

id development of digital technologies and as the needs of power system operation grow, it

is becoming possible and necessary for polver protection engineers to be more directly in-

volved in the design and implementation of protection systems. "The user-accessible soft-

ware protection system platform" is a tool to help protection engineers accomplish this easi-

ly. Table 4 .1 shows the user control of overload relays for different generations.

For the earlier generation of overload relays (electromagnetic and solid state elec-

ftonics), the user could only change the pickup setting(Iou) and the Time Multiple Setting

(TMS). All other things were fixed by the relay manufacturer. There are at present micropro-

cessor based relays pre-progranìmed by the manufacture, to give more flexibility to the user

than before, such as selection ofthe relay characteristic from a few pre-defined curve shapes.
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Relay Generation Under Manufacturer's
Control

Under User's Control

Yesterday Electromagnetic,
Solid State Electronic

relay type
fixed curve shape

Settings: IDu, TMS

Today Pre-programmed
Micronrocessor

relay type Settings: Ipu, TMS
a few curve shapes

Tomorrow User-accessible Soft-
ware

background program Settings
Infinite curve shapes
Any relay type

TABLE 4 .1 User Control of Overload Relavs for Different Generations

In contrast, the user-accessible software protection system gives the user great con-

trol over the relay design and implementation. The relay design platform developed at the

University of Manitoba is a powerful tool. With the background program provided, where

many relay function routines have been written and stored in the function library, the user

can easily create relay functions using C computer high level language. A relay of any type

can be programmed, such as overcurrent, impedance and so on, or combinations of these dif-

ferent types of relays. Some graphics utilities have been developed to help the user design

the relay even more easily, such as the impedance relay characteristic editor and the overcur-

rent(overload) relay editor. The eventual aim for this platform is to have an Icon driven menu

whereby the user can click the Icons for the desired functions, set the parameters in each

function and then build a block diagram from the edited Icons to control the relay logic and

timing.

The background program was mainly developed by Mr. Arthur Neufeld, Manitoba

HVDC Research Center. The author added some routines (overcurrent relay subroutines,

high pass digital filter, the algorithm for dealing with a concave shape impedance relay char-

acteristic, etc.) to the function library and developed some graphics utilities (overcurrent

relay characteristic editor, impedance relay characteristic editor, relay testing tools, relay re-
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corder playback program). A brief instruction manual for helping a user to design arelay

has been written by the author and Professor Swift, and is appended to this thesis ( Appendix

1).

4.2 HARD\ryARE CONFIGURATION

4.2.1 Overview

The hardware mainly consists of two boxes, the computer unit and the interface unit.

The former is based on a 386 motherboard combined with several plug-in boards, including

a standard DSP board(TMS320C30), i.e. relay board; an A/D converter card and an VO card,

which were designed by NIr. E. Dirks, the technologist in this Department; and a standard

internal modem board(or external modem) for communication purposes. The latter acts as

a "bridge" through which the relay is connected to "the outside world", so that the computer

unit can only deal with low level signals(-5 to +5 volts). The interface unit includes auxiliary

CT's and PT's, opto-coupled logic inputs and auxiliary relay outputs, surge protection, and

terminal blocks.

The computer unit and the interface unit are connected through two cables. One is

used to ftansmit the analog signals of V (or temperature) and I from the auxiliary PT's and

CT's secondary side to the A"/D converter board. The other one is used to either send nip sig-

nals out or accept logic inputs (such as remote trip signal) through the VO card in the comput-

er unit and the opto-coupled inputsiauxiliary relay outputs board in the interface unit.

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the relay hardware configuration and the rack mount

appearance of the relay respectively.

The DSP board(TMS320C30) is a fast processor (16.7 million instructions per sec-

ond for an instruction cycle time of 60 nanoseconds) with floating-point-arithmetic capabil-

ities. It has two 15 pin serial ports, but only one is connected to the board, which can be used
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Standard Modem Board

Ou¡ own A"/D Converter Boa¡d

Standard DSP Board Floppy ard Hard Disk Drive

Custom VO Card

Local Recorder Ouþut
Local Relay Control Input

Computer Unit
Trip Signals

to DSP Boa¡d
From Custom
VO Card

From Main CTs & PTs
Opto-coupled logic inpus
and auxiliary relay ouþuts board

Auxiliary CT's
and PT's

Interface Unit

Utility Protection Engineer

Figure 4.1 Hardware Configuration

either as serial communication ports or as general purpose digital VO ports, such as sending

a tip signal out or receiving remote-fip signals. In our design, however, neither of the two

ports are used; instead a customized VO card is used because more VO logic signals are re-

quired in the actual relay applications.

o
6

.t
(Ë

U

From mbient Temp€rature
meæurement device
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Figure 4.2 Rrack Mount Appearance

The development tool which came along with the DSP board permits the implemen-

tation of more complicated and demanding algorithms. With this tool, the algorithms can be

developed on large computers (for our case, a 386 PC) using high level computer language

C, requiring at the most only selective optimization when the algorithms are incorporated

on the DSP board.

All the relay functions are carried out on the DSP board and it runs independently

of the motherboard. Therefore, there will not be any effect to the relay if the motherboard

has any program failure, even if the motherboard is rebooted. When the relay is powered on,

a PC program is called up first to download relay code to the DSP and then the DSP(relay

board) will start to run immediately and independently. Then the 386 PC can be used to run
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a recorder program, i.e. when faults occur, the recorder program will automatically save the

useful information to the disk so that the protection engineer can view the information later

to analyze the faults. A communication program(Commute) is also running on the 386 PC

so that the protection engineer can know the relay operation condition or get fault records

through the modem.

The 72 bit A/D converter and the VO card (including the opto-coupled logic input

and auxiliary relay outputs board) were designed and implemented by Mr. Ervin Dirks, the

technologist in this Department. Nine basic input channels with adjustable cutoff frequency

anti-aliasing filters and dynamic range are the basic features of the A"/D converter board, and

will be discussed in the following section. There are 31 logic inputs and32 contact outputs

which are addressable, but only 7 logic inputs and 8 contact outputs are arranged at present.

The modem could be internal or external. At present a 9600 baud external modem

is used for communication purposes between the relay and the protection engineer. The util-

ity protection engineer can change relay settings, characteristics or parameters and obt¿in

fault records through the modem. New relay functions (programmes) could be downloaded

to the relay remotely through the modem as well.

The ambient temperature measurement device that we used in this design is 4D590

made by Analog Devices. The 4D590 is a two-terminal integrated circuit temperature trans-

ducer which produces an output current proportional to absolute temperature. The wide

working range (4to 34 volts) of this device assures that very long cable from the device to

the relay interface unit can be driven. The wide temperature range ( from -550C to 1500C)

and the cheap cost of this device is the good reason for us to use. A lab test result also shows

it has good linearity.

Normally, local confrol to the relay is not necessary, i.e. there are no monitor and key-

board connected to the relay. But the relay is accessible locally. Any change can be applied

to the relay through the local monitor and keyboard with the proper password.
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4.2.2 Some Features of the A/I) Converter

1. DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE CURRENT INPUT CHANNELS

In a power system, the varying range of the current is very big. It could be G-20 times

the pick-up level of the relay. A lzbit A/D converter with a fixed gain can not meet the

accuracy requirement. In order to increase the current measurement accuracy, a variable

gain amplifier in our A"/D converter is used as the interface between the signal and A/D, i.e.

each ac current has two input channels and one channelhas 32 times the gain of the other.

Each channel continuously samples and software will decide which channel to be used in

the calculations. This feature is transparent to the user, i.e. the user need not worry about the

gain change, it 
"vill 

be carried out automatically. Figure 4.3 shows the dynamic gain arrange-

ment.

Auxiliarv CT To Channel 1

To Charmel 3

Figure 4.3 Current Input with Dynamic Gain

2. ANTI-ALIASING FIUTER AND SAMPLING RATE

According to the sampling theory, the sampling frequency must be greater than the

Nyquist sampling frequency, i.e. twice the highest frequency in the bandlimited signal x(t).

If the sampling frequency is lower than the Nyquist frequency, there will be overlap in the

shifted replicas of X(co), where X(ro) is the Fourier transform of signal x(t) . This overlapped

X1
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X(co) cannot represent the original signal x(t). This effect is named aliasing. If a signai is to

be sampled at a sampling rate corresponding to the frequency f. then to avoid aliasing it is

necessary to filter the signal to a bandwidth of fr/2. Such a low pass filter is referred to as

an anti-aliasing filter.

Times 1 Channel 1 Iu
Frequency SELECTLOGIC

L -neg' 
t- 

- --Ç!essUl"- - - - - - - - - I
L -Is"ls3 - - -9!g:9ry1"- - - - - - - - - J

L-gry L'-:: -çþ**1J:'.:: -:::::lL:grst'-:::ã'**"ri\h:::-::::l
i - îi-* r - - - õn-""""Ts-V"- - - - - - - - I

Figure 4.4 Input Channel Arrangement

Therefore, in order to meet Nyquist rate, increase accuracy and allow the measure-

ment of higher frequency harmonic components, the faster sampling rates are desirable. In

our case, the sampling frequency of I920Hz (32 samples per cycle) is used, so an anti-alias-

ing filter with the cut-off frequency of 960 Hz must be put in the front of the A/D to prevent

aliasing from signals at frequencies greater than 960 Hz. Since power system frequency al-

ways varies, the anti-aliasing filter's cut-offfrequency should follow the system frequency

variation. The anti-aliasing filter chip we used is LTCL062 made by Linear Technology. The

filter cutofffrequency is set by an internal clock which can be externally driven, so the cut-

off frequency can be adjusted through DSP timer pin based on the present frequency value

I Times 32 Channel4 16
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as calculated by the relay frequency fracking routine. Figure 4.4 shows the anti-aliasing fil-

ter connection and the 9 input channel arrangement.

4.3 SOFTWARE

4.3.1 Introduction

The software can be mainly divided into 3 parts: (A) background program, (B) user's

program and (C) some graphics tools. They are described briefly as below:

A. Background Program

The original background program was mainly developed by Mr.Arthur Neufeld, a

computer programming expert from Manitoba HVDC Research Center. The background

program mainly includes:

1. A/D routine

2. Sampling routing (intemrpt)

3. Frequency tracking routine

4. Communication (between PC and DSP board) routine

5. Recorder routine

6. Basic algorithm: FFT, DFT, impedance calculation, impedance trajectory judge-

ment (see if the najectory is inside the trip zone or not)

7. Converting program (converting the information file to a standard ANSI C pro-

gram

The author added (or refined) some routines to the background program:

1. A high pass digital filter with 40 Hz cut--off frequency: this is mainly designed

to get rid of the sub-harmonics generated by series capacitor compensation.

2. An algorithm in which any shape of polygon can be defined as the impedance relay

tip zone, i.e. the relay trip zone can consist of both concave and convex.
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Relay internal logic sequence can be recorded and played back.

The fault recorder function is added on the relay, i.e. the relay will automatically

save the useful information(V I, P, Q, LOGIC and so on) to the disk when fault

occurs.

5. An error in frequency tracking algorithm is corrected.

6. Overcurrent relay subroutines are added, including tripping time integration algo-

rithm for any shape of T(I) characteristic, pickup setting calculation based on am-

bient temperature, loss of life information and cold load pickup condition.

All the background programs are stored in the APT library as functions. They can

be called easily.

B. User's Program

The detail for the user to design his own relay function is described in the "Instruction

Manuai for Protective Relay Design Using APT Platform"(Appendix 1). The main proce-

dure is to prepare a formatted information fiie. All the relay functions are defined in this file.

This file is written basically using standard C ianguage, except some special titie symbols

have to be put in certain places in the file. This file has to be converted to a standard ANSI

C code file by a translating program so that the compiler can compile it.

This file is to be used to:

set the sample rate,

give the variables names,

declare the variables,

initialize the variables,

define the A/D channels,

declare variables to be recorded, and

set frequency tracking parameters

define the trip logic.

aJ.

Àt.
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The skeleton of this information file is shown below:

BaseFrequeûcy=

SamplePerCycle=

VAzuABLES

{ ... ... }

SAMPLING

fìt... ...J

RECORD

fì
t ... ... J

INITIALTZE

fìt'.. ...J

COMPUTATIONS

fì1..' ..'l

In the above, for VARIABLES, INITI N-IZE and COMPUTATION parts, {... ...} in-

dicates the standard C code within brackets: { }; for SAMPLING and RECORD parts, {...

...) indicates some special statements, and are not written in C code. The relay functions

stored in the APT library can be directly called in the INITIALZE and the COMPUTA-

TIONS parts. After this file is prepared, the translating program will translate it into a stan-

dard ANSI C code file. This file can then be compiled and linked to form the executable file

for the DSP. Finally the executable file will be downloaded to the DSP (relay board) through

a PC program and then the relay will keep running forever as long as it is powered on.

C. Some Graphics Tools

For the user's convenience to develop his own relay functions on the APT platform,

several computer graphics tools have been developed by the author. They are briefly listed

below:
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1. Impedance relay polygon trip zone editor:

This is a DOS application program, in which the user can draw reiay trip zonos

in the form of polygons by mouse, and the information about the trip zones will

be automatically inserted into the user's information file.

2. Testing tool:

Shows the relay real time currentrms values, DC component and impedance loca-

tion. It is for the relay engineer to quickly check relay's operation.

3. Phasor display

Shows the relay real time phasors and their sequence component phasors. This

tool is very useful to check if the connection of the analog signals to relay is cor-

rect or not. For instance, if two phases are switched, the phasor display program

will immediately show that the two phasors are switched and the relative sequence

components(e.g. negative and zero sequence) will show up.

4. Relay calibration

This program allows the user to calibrate the relay when the A/D converter needs

to be replaced. The user can calibrate each channel independently. The real time

value of each channel and its DC component are shown on the screen when the

channel is being calibrated.

5. Overcurrent relay characteristic editor:

It will be discussed in detail later.

6. Relay recorder playback program

This program runs under Microsoft Windows 3.0 or later. It is to redisplay the

relay recorder output on the screen. At present, the playback program is designed

to display the voltage curve, the current curve, the trajectory of the phase to

gtound impedance, the trajectory of the phase to phase impedance, the real power

and the reactive power, and the trip logic sequence curve. Another feature of this

program is that the program can display the time label where the mouse is located
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Figure 4.5 Relay Recorder Playback

and also the user can put a new time reference and then the relative time (related

to the new time reference) will be automatically displayed on the screen. This is

useful for the user to check the time difference between the time when the fault

occurs and the time when any trip logic acts. Figure 4.5 shows the program out-

put.

4.3 .2 Flowchart of Relay Designing Procedure

The main procedure of the relay designing is shown in figure 4.6 . At present, the

fault recorder program, run under DOS, is used to download the executable code and the set-

tings to the DSP board. After the code is downloded to the DSP, the recorder program can
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Figure 4.6 Flowchart of Relay Design Procedure

quit without any effect to the relay function, however faults or events can not be recorded

any more unless the recorder program is run again.

All the background program such as A"/D, sampling, frequency tracking, recorder,

and basic algorithm (DFT, FFT, rms, impedance, digital filter, etc.), are included in the relay

function library (APT.LIB), the standard C calls are stored in the C Run Time Support li-

brary(RTS.LIB). The user's program, stored in the formatted information file, after being

tanslated and compiled, links these two libraries, and then the DSP executable code file is

formed. The overcurrent relay characteristic editor, one of the graphics utility programs,

generates a setting file.
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4.3 .3 Brief Introduction to the Basic Background Program

Some basic features of the background program are briefly inftoduced below:

1. Dynamic Calculation Time Arangement

Most existing microprocessor based relays limit their calculation to one sample inter-

val. On the one hand, this approach is good because evory calculation will use newly sampled

data. On the other hand, the calculation capability is limited especially when the sampling

rate is high.

The dynamic calculation time arrangement which is used in this platform is to make

the calculation time variable based on the demands of the calculation task. To do this, the

coming sample raw data are automatically stored in a buffer by intemlpt no matter whether

or not the calculations have been completed. After a full set of calculations is completed,

the next set of calculations will use the 32 most recent samples from the buffer. Figure

4.7 shows the sampling and calculation time sharing.

2. Frequency Tracking

Most algorithms for existing digital relaying and network confrol assume a rated

power frequency of 60Hz and the sampling rate of analog variables is chosen accordingly.

This assumption is valid most of the time, but it is not valid during the transient frequency

swings whenever the balance between generation and load no longer holds and especially

it is not valid in the north part of the Manitoba Hydro power system. Because the connections

between the north part and the south part in Manitoba Hydro system are HVDC transmission

lines, the frequency in the north part system can vary between 54 and 85 Hz during sudden

pickup or loss of a DC bipole. If the algorithm with fixed sampling rate continues to be used,

significant errors will be caused for the phasor measurement, and as a result, the relay may

mis-operate.
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FAULTINSTANT

ONE OFTT{REE CURRENT AND
THREE VOLTAGE SIGNALS PER A/D
CARD

Sample, hold, convert & store three
voltage signals and three (low or high level
path) current sipals, per A"/D board, at every
sample intewal

Tlpical dynamic calculation times for
1. FFT, DFI, rms, impedance, sequence curents, etc.

3:iliililäitifiïi'äî;',äi:'.i;t;i?"åffi i;*
Figure 4.7 Sampling and Calculation Time Sharing

To solve the above problem, a frequency tracking routine is designed to track the real

system frequency and then the samplingrate is adjusted accordingly. The system frequency

is calculated by normally using the positive sequence voltage phasor (In our application, the

positive sequence current phasor is used because the voltage signals in the overload relay

are not sensed.) to compare with a reference position which rotates at a set frequency. If the

positive sequence volt¿ge is in phase with the reference position, that means the system fre-

quency is the same as the set frequency and no correction is needed. If the phase difference
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n samples have passed between these two vectors

Vr,o,o ReferencePosition

Figure 4.8 Diagram of Frequency Tracking Algorithm

between the positive sequence voltage and the reference position exceeds a certain value,

say û,, then the sampling rate should be adjusted according to the following equation. See

figure 4.8 for illustration.

fro*pt".nr* : .fsampte."H + 
#nframpte.otd

N:32 in our case

In our program, if lal >10, the new sample rate calculated by using the above equation

will be sent to the relav.

4.3 .4 Overcurrent Relay Characteristic Editor

A graphics tool, Overcurrent Relay Characteristic Editor, has been developed to help

the user design or change the overcurrent relay characteristic very easily. This program runs

under Microsoft Windows 3.0 or later. It is very user füendly. The program can be started

by double clicking on the Editor's icon, which is pre-set on the windows screen shown in

figure 4.9 . The computer screen displays the work area which is shown in Figure 4. 10 . The

top curve (red colorinreal display) is the transformer thermal and mechanical damage curve.

Different fransformers have different damage curves, so the user can input fransfonner pa-
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rameters such as capacity and impedance, if they are different from the default values, by

selectingmenuoption, submenutransþrmer. As soon as this inputis done, the damage curve

will be updated immediately.

Figure 4.9 Overcurrent Relay Characteristic Editor Icon

The user can input the square, "curve anchors" , either by clicking the mouse left

button or entering the exact values of x and y from the keyboard through the window dialog

box. The squares are also movable by dragging them and removable by pressing the DE-

LETE key. The user must put the squares below the thermal and mechanical damage curve

because therelay musttrip before the tansformergets damaged eitherthermally ormechani-

cally. These little squares can be put in any order, and the program will sort them based on

the horizontal locations when they are connected. Note that there is a shadow area when the

value of current is less than 2 PU. This area is non-work area. The user can not put the squares

in this area. If he fies to do so, the program will prevent it. The reason is that the pickup set-

ting varies up to 2 PU based on the ambient temperature information. If the user puts a square

in that area, the pickup setting at that point is fixed and the adaptive feature is lost.

Eile 0ptions Windor+ Help
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Eile Ed¡t Curue 0ption Help
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I 000

Thermal and Ìdechanical Damaqe Ë

Figure 4.10 Overcurrent Relay Editor

After the squares are placed, the user can connect them directly by straight lines

or use a least square method for curve fitting. Finally all the information the user entered

will be saved to a settine file.

4.3.5 Relay Operation

At the DOS prompt, the user just needs to type a single line command, in which

the names of two files (informationfile, in which user's own relay functions are stored, and

setting file in which the relay's characteristic is stored saved through the overcurrent relay

editor) must be given to the program. Then the program will ask the user to enter some nec-
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essary information if different from the default values, including úansformer capac-

ity(MVA), transformer cooling type, rate of loss of life (multiplier of normal loss of life),

accumulated loss of life (this parameter is only needed at the first time running of the pro-

gram. After that the program will keep ffacking this parameter), average house thermal time

constant, average house thermal gain, average thermostat setting value and average thermo-

stat deadband. The screen then invokes the graphics mode and the user-defined relay func-

tions, characteristic and parameters are downloaded to the relay board immediately. Figure

4.11 shows the real time overload relay operation recorder (a11 times in seconds).

Date T ine Slra . Frrq , ùanp. Flate I EFIÌ'IS IbHHS I cBllS
le-a3-¡.993 lA ¡37:37.7¡ Ëo.otE l5ao.JÉã Èla , a- >+ .3 Ëto.7-H.4 È¡'7 .6->+.3
ìelgJicku¡ Anbient-T HOtSpOî_ :lsts of LOL LOL amp- Fatio lurr. Fat io
t7.5->t,l5 1{¡.45 t?4.Ëo al .434+ o.6439 .U:eO DEG. U:l5O Anp

È Cutsrênt

TrlÞÞ Lr.rg T tl|ë f r1teBFãt lõn

Oko IO l-e t-+ t_6 l_Êl 2.'

Figure 4.11 Real Time Transformer Overload Relay Recorder

The top part of this display shows the real time operation data, including 3 phase

current(rms amps and PU), relay pickup setting(rms amps and PU), ambient temperature,
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topoiltemperature,hotspottemperature,rateofloss oflife(Volday),loss oflife(Vo).Allthe

temperatures are shown in degree Celsius. All the dataarcupdated every set of calculations.

The middle part of the display is the 3 phase current curves, which is only updated

if the relay trips or the the recorder is triggered manually. In the figure which is shown, a

3 phase fault is applied and the fault current rms value reaches about 4.3 PU (base current

is 50 Amperes).

At the bottom left is the transformer thermal and mechanical damage curve and the

relay installed characteristic as just edited in figure 4. 10 and the bottom right display is the

tipping time integration curve. From the relay characteristic, it can be seen the tripping time

should be about 16 seconds if the current is 4.3. The relay ftipping time exactly agrees with

this.

The flow chart of the whole program is shown in figure 4.12 . The calculations of

pickup setting(adapt to the ambient temperature and the cold load pickup condition), the

tansformer temperature, the loss of life of the transformer and the cold ioad prediction are

carried out on the PC board because fast operation is not necessary for these calculations.

The basic relay function, time inverse overcurrent, is carried out on the DSP board which

is much faster than PC because fast operation for the relay function is needed.

Note that in figure 4.I2 , T(I) indicates the time inverse relay characteristic that the

user edited using the Overcurrent Relay Characteristic Editor. R represents the cooling rate

of the circuit, which is an adjustable parameter. The default value is 1 per seconds, i.e. the

torque will decrease to 0 from 1 after I second if the value of current is less than its pickup

setting.

4.3.6 Communication Program

The communication program used is COMMUTE ( a part of PC Tools ), which is

well-known PC software developed by Cental Point Inc.. With this program, a PC at a cen-

fral location (utility protection engineer) can confrol a relay at a remote location and can ob-
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Figure 4.72 Transformer Overload Relay Algorithm Flow Chart
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tain files from the relay without interfering with the relay program running. In this way, the

relay program can be started remotely by the protection engineer, and the historical events

and recorded data, such as fault events, transformer temperature information, loss of life in-

formation, the rate of loss of life and so on, can be obtained remotely.
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Chapter 5

Õonc¡usion And Future Work

5.1 CONCLUSION

Adaptive techniques and methods have been applied to improve the performance of

fansformer overload relaying. Based on the study presented in previous chapters, the fol-

lowing conclusions can be made:

1 . The "loss of life" equations of IEEE/ANSI Standard C57 .92-198 1 form a use-

ful basis for an adaptive transformer overload relay that continuously adjusts

its pickup setting in response to ambient temperature and load current vari-

ables, along with parameter inputs from the user.

2. The "loss of diversity" or "cold load pickup" equations of Ihara and Schweppe

form a basis for an adaptive tansformer overload relay which continuously

adjusts its pickup setting in response to pre-outage load current and duration

of outage variables, along with parameter inputs from the user.

3. The "Overcurrent Relay Editor" developed in this study allows the user to

design(draw) the overcurrent (overload) relay characteristic to any shape, so

that an infinite number of relay characteristic curve shapes can be obtained.

4. As a spin off this study, two computer programs are written to simulate the

tansformer temperature and loss of life(TTLOL) and cold load pickup con-
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dition(ClPU) offline, which are helpful and useful for protection engineers

to understand and analyze these problems.

5. Since the designed adaptive transformer overload relay allows the transform-

er to carry load based on its loadability, and allows the transformer to restore

power supply quickly after an outage, economical benefits can be brought to

utilities using this relay.

6. The recorder function of the relay allows the utility engineer to monitor the

tansformer's operation and to set the relay remotely through a modem and

communication channel. The recorded dataarc not only useful to the protec-

tion engineer but also to the transformer operating engineer, e.g. to arrange

the proper load based on the loss of life information provided by the relay re-

corder.

7 . "The user-accessible software protection system platform" allows the relay

to be modified or software upgraded very easily. This can be done remotely

through modem and communication channels.

8. This relay function has been thoroughly tested in the lab, and is ready for field

installation in combination with other functions, such as transformer differ-

ential protection and line protection.

5.2 FUTURE WORK

Since the used hardware, a TMS320C30 DSP based relay, is so powerful, it is neces-

sary and possible to incorporate more functions on this relay without lowering the system

performance and without many difficulties. Based on the power system necessity and the

hardware capability, a complete stand alone transformer protection system is going to be

built. To do this more A/D boards (more currents should be sensed for differential protection)

and software modification are needed.
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The functions of the complete ffansformer protection system will include: trans-

former differential protection with inrush current restaint, volts/Hz protection, and the

adaptive fransformer overload relay discussed in this thesis.

In addition, more user-friendly and icon based graphics tools forrelay designing are

being developed at the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, University of

Manitoba. With the new tools, the user can drag different icons, connect them logically,

change parameters, form executable program code and download to the relay board. Self er-

ror checking capability among these operations will be included in the tools. After the tools

are set up, the great convenience will be provided to the users. By using the icon based graph-

ics tools, protection engineers unskilled in C language, could easily design their own relays

without much difficulty. This could be a revolution in relay designing and manufacturing.
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Appendix 1. Relay Design Manual Using APT

1." INTR.ODUCTION

The APT hardware and software system is designed for elecfrical protection engi-

neers (who are familiar with C computer language) to develop their own relay functions. The

idea is that the APT "platform" is a tool for users who may want a special relay not available

commercially. By using this tool, the users can create their own relay functions quite easily

and quickly. Ultimately, APT may prove to be an alternative to conventional relays, as well.

The main work of developing this tool was done by Mr. Arthur Neufeld of the Manitoba

HVDC center.

2. HARDWARE

The main parts of the hardware include TMS-320C30 Digital Signal Processor Card,

A/D Converter Card, and an IBM 286 personal computer or higher. See Fig. 1. The DSP

board and A/D converter board are directly inserted into IBM PC slots. The A/D convertor

has 9 input channels. Channels 2, 4 and 6 are duplicates of channels 1, 3, and 5, but with

10 times the gain, so that a large dynamic current input range can be accomplished. Note

that this feature is "transparent to the user", meaning that the user need not worry about the

gain change: it is automatic. TMS-320C30DSP board has two 15 pin serial ports. They can

be used either as serial communication ports or as general purpose digital VO ports, such as

sending tip signals out or receiving remote-trip signals.

The DSP board, TMS-320C30, is a high-performance CMOS 3}-bitfloating-point

device made by Texas Instruments. It can execute up to 33 million floating-point operations

per second(MFLOPS). The A/D converter board is made by our own laboratory in the Dept.

of Electrical & Computer Engineering, at the University of Manitoba.

3. SOFTWARE

(1) Software for the TMS-320C30

The executive program which runs on the TMS-320C30 DSP board is generated

from ANSI C source code. The source code, after being parsed, optimized, code-generated,
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and assembled, links two libraries: RTS.LIB and APT.LIB to form the executive code for

the TMS-320C30. RTS.LIB is the "C Run Time Support Library" providing standard C

calls, which came with the DSP board from the DSP manufacture. APT.LIB is the APT li-

brary, which was designed here, to provide the calls for several standard DSP algorithms as

well as calls for communicating with the APT hardware. The main calls in APT.LIB are

listed here:

1. void Zero(*buf, int n)
for initializing the buffer

2. float Atan(float X), float Atan2(float I float X), float Sqrt(float Z)
These functions are also included in RTS.LIB, but the DSP does these
calculations quite slowly. In order to speed up the calculations, these
functions are re-written and the first letter is written in upper case.
The price of the fast routines is accuracy. The computations are ap-
proximations. Which functions the user prefers to use is the user's op-
tion.

3. float Rms(float *Signal)

for calculating the rms value of a signal.

4. float FFT(float *Signal, Complex *ReIm)

float DFT(float xSignal, Complex xRelm, int n, ...)
for Fast Fourier Transform and Discrete Fourier Transform.

5. Add(Complex *4, Complex *8, Complex *C)
Subtract(Complex tA, Complex *8, Complex *C)
Multiply(Complex *4, Complex *8, Complex *C)
Divide(Complex 84, Complex *8, Complex *C)
Because RTS.LIB doesn't support complex computations, these
complex operations are defined here.

6. void CreateRegion(Region *region, int n, ...)
This is defined for creating a polygonal trip region for an impedance
relay.

7. int Inside(Region *region, Complex *point)

This function is defined to judge whether a point is located inside or
outside of the trip region.

8. void GroundRelay(Complex *Va, Complex *Vb, Complex *Vc,
Complex tla, Complex *Ib, Complex *Ic, Complex 8m, Complex
*Zan, Complex *Zbn, Complex *Zcn)
void PhaseRelay(Complex *Va, Complex *Vb, Complex tVc,
Complex *Ia, Complex *Ib, Complex *Ic, Complex*Zab, Complex
xZbc, Complex *Zca)

These two functions are defined to calculate the phase-to-ground
and phase-to-phase impedance
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9. void Sequence(Complex *4, Complex xB, Complex *C, Complex
xPos, Complex *Zero, Complex *Neg)

This is to calculate the sequence components.

10. float TICurve ( float I, float lpick, float XU, float Y[], int cRects,
int CurveState, float A, float B, float PofTopSeg)
This function is to express the inverse time overcurrent relay charac-
teristic, i.e. current versus time.

11. float OverCurrentRelay(int n, float I, float lpick, float X[], float
Y[], int cRects, int CurveState, float A, float B, float PofTopSeg)
This is calculate torque, which is used to integrate the ftipping time,
increment duing last n samples interval.

12. f\o at GetPickup S etting (fl o at Ca,flo at MUL,int CAT, int MODEL)
tis is to calculate the adaptive pickup setting for the transformer over-
load relay based on the ambient temperature. transformer type and the
required hot spot temperature setting.

13. float CLPU(float t,float dO,float dl,float D)
this is to calculate the probability of heater being in on-status.

14.float GetHotSpotJOl(float Ca,float k, float DELT, float *LOL,
float *ROLOL)

This is to calculate the trasformer hot-spot temperature, the loss of
life and the rate of loss of life.

Users can add their own routines to the APT library.

(2) Software Development Procedure

For users to create their own relay functions, the procedures can be divided into three

steps:

1. Write the C source code on a formatted file (information file) whose name must

have an INF suffix, such as RELAY.INF.

2. Parse, compile, optimize the C source code and link the necessary library files to

it, so that the executive code for DSP can be formed.

3. Download the executive code to the TMS-320C30

AN EXAtr,TPLE FOLLOWS.
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STEP 1,. Prepare the Information File

This step is the most important part of the design process. The information file is to:

-to set the sample rate,

-to declare the variables.

-to define the A/D channels,

-to give the variables names which need to be recorded,

-to initialize the variables and

-to realize your trip logics.

The skeleton of this information file is shown below:

BaseFrequency:

SamplesPerCycle :

VARIABLES

{......}

SAMPLING

{... ...}

RECORD

{... ...}

INITIALIZE

{... ...}

COMPUTIfTIONS

{... ...}

The details of this information file will be described later.

STEP 2. Form the Executive Code for TMS-320C30

After you have finished the information file, say RELAY.INF, what you need to do

next is to modif,i the file MAKEFILE.MAK which is listed below. The contents of file

MAKEFILE.MAK are:
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.INF.C3O:

@ECHO Parsing $*.Inf

@ c :\1.{eufeld\Amp s_pr.¡\Demo\o b.[nfo2 C $ 
*

.c30.oBJ:

@ECHO Compiling $*.C30

@ CL3 0 -iC:\.leufeld\Amps_Prj\Tms -mm -o2 -t $ 
*. C3 0

.430.O30:

@Echo Assembling $*.430

@ASM30 $*.430 -o $*.O30

.Map.ADR:

@Echo Parsing $*.Map

@ C ;\lt{eufeld\Amp s_Pr.¡\D emo\ObjWap2Addr g *

OldFile: OldFile.Out OldFile.ADR

OldFile.Out: OtdFile.Obj OldFile.O30 C:\.,leufeld\Amps_Prj\Tms\Amps.Lib

@ECHO Linking $t.Out

@CL30 -z Boot.Obj Amps.Cmd $*.Obj $x.O30 -l Amps.lib -l rts.lib -m $x.Map

-o $*.Out

The modification is very simple. You just need to change all the above "OldFile"

to your file name "RELAY". After doing this, you can parse, compile, and optimize yoùt

source code stored in file RELAY.INF and link the necessary library files to it, so that the

executive file RELAY.OUT for the TMS-320C30 and a series of other files (RELAY.C3O,

RELAY.OBJ, RELAY.A30, RELAY.O3O, RELAY.MAP, RELAY.ADR ) can be obtained. To

do this, just simply type "make" under the DOS prompt in the directory which includes file

MAKEFILE.MAK and file RELAY.INF vou created.

STEP 3. Download the Executive Code to DSP
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A DOS executive file RECORDER.EXE, generated from Borland C++ source code,

has been developed to not only download RELAY.OUT to the DSP, but also record the vari-

ables defined in the information file when faults occur and display the faulted current and

voltage curves on the screen. The user can modify the C++ source code of this file as well

ifnecessary, such as changing scale, displaying different curves, display variable tables and

so on.

As long as RELAY.OUT has been downloaded to the DSP, by running RECORD-

ER.EXE under DOS prompt, there is no effect to the DSP if you quit from the program RE-

CORDER.EXE, or even if you "hot-start" the computer by pressing Alt-Shift-Del. The

DSP keeps running; that is, the relay is still active.

(3) EXAMPLE: Illustrating the Creation of an Information File

An example file AMPSDEMO.INF will be used here to show how you can write the

information file. In this example, a simple three phase impedance relay is designed.

The first part of this file is to set the rated system frequency inH:z and the sampling

rate in samples per cycle. (If the signal is DC, you need to set system frequency to 0 and use

"SamplesPerSecond -- ###" instead of "SamplesPerCycle : ###".)

BaseFrequency : 60

SamplesPerCycle : 32

The second part of this file is to declare variables. All the variables you want to use

in the program, must be declared first. If the variable is declared as "extern", it will become

blocks of memory in the DSP HiSpeed memory area. Valid types which can be declared as

"extern variables" are only "float", "Complex", and "Polar". It should be noted that the first

letter of variable type "Complex" must be in upper case.

VARIABLES

{
extem float VaBuf[], VbBufll, VcBufll;

extern float laBufll, IbBufll, IcBufll;
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extern Complex VaRI[], VbRI[], VoRII];

extern Complex IaRI[], IbRI[], IcRI[];

static float Va, Vb, Vc, fa,Ib,Ic;

Complex Zan, Zbn, Zcn, Zab, Zbc, Zca:

int TripAN, TripBN, TripCN, TripAB, TripBC, TripCA;

Complex k:{0.1,0};
Region GndTrip, PhTrþ;

)

The third part of this file is the sampling section. Each line represents one input sig-

nal. and is of the form:

<Va> <Buffep BOARD#_CH# <Scale> <OffseÞ or

<Var> <Buffer> BOARD#_CH# <Scale> <Offse> BOARD#_CH# <Scale>

<OffseÞ

<Var> is the variable where the instantaneous signal value is stored. <Buffer> is an

array of length32, where the last 32 samples are stored. The second form is used when the

same signal is input on two channels, implementing a dual range channel. The signal value

is computed as below:

<Var> : <A/D Input Voltage>*<Scale> + <OffseÞ

The sampling section in the file AMPSDEMO.INF is defined as below:

SAMPLING

{
IalaBuf BOARDI_CHI 1.0 0.0 BOARDI_CH?10.0 0.0

Ib IbBuf BOARDI_CH3 1.0 0.0 BOARDI_CH4 10.0 0.0

Ic lcBuf BOARDl CH5 1.0 0.0 BOARDl CH6 10.0 0.0

Va VaBuf BOARDI_CH7 1.0 0.0

Vb VbBuf BOARDI_CH8 1.0 0.0

Vc VcBuf BOARD1 CH9 1.0 0.0

)
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The fourth part of this file is the record section. The variables which need to be re-

corded when faults occur must be declared here. If nothing is to be recorded, you can leave

empty after "PreTrigger: 0.1", but Time & Prefrigger entries mustbe present. Time indicates

the duration of entire recording (in seconds), and PreTrigger represents the time amount of

pre trigger information (in seconds).

RECORD

{
Time:0.3

PreTrigger: 0.1

float Va, Vb, Vc;

float Ia, Ib, Ic;

Complex Zan,Zbn,Zcn;

Complex Zab,Zbc,Zca;

)

The fifth part is to initialize the variables and buffers. The reason why the buffers

need to be initialized is that when the AMPSDEMO program is started and the first samples

are taken, performing a DFT would result in garbage since only one value has been stored

in the buffers, 31 values haven't been defined. This is solved by initializing the buffers to

zero at the start of the execution. In addition, in the file AMPSDEMO.INF, the two trip re-

gions of phase-to-ground fault and phase-to-phase fault are created in this section.

INITIALZE

{
Zero(VaBuf, N);

Zero(VbBuf, N);

Zero(VcBuf, N);

Zero(IaBuf, N);

Zero(IbBuf, N);

Zero(IcBuf, N);

CreateRegion(&GndTrip , 4, -1.,0.,0.,3., 2.,3., 1.,0.);

CreateRegion(&PhTrip, 4, -1.,0., 0.,3., 2,3., 1.,0.) ;
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Tripped:0;

)

The last part of this file is the COMPUTAIION part. You can write your own relay

functions here by using standard C statement and APT subroutines which have been defined

in APT.LIB.

In the example file AMPSDEMO.INF, because we need to calculate the phase-to-

ground and phase-to-phase impedance, the fundamental components have to be extracted.

TWo subroutines, DFI( ) or FFT( ), can be used to do this thing. Since only t harmonic is

required, a DFT is faster than an FFT. Tlvo subroutines, GroundRelay0 and PhaseRelay0,

are used to calculate phase-to-ground impedance and phase-to-phase impedancet Zan,

Zbn,Zcn,Zab,Zbc,Zca.Then subroutine Inside$ is used to judge whether the impedance

is located inside of the trip region which is defined in the INITIALZE section. If it is inside,

subroutine InsideQ will return the value of 1, otherwise it will return 0.

The statement,

Trip: TripAN llTripBN llTripCN llTripAB llTripBC llTripCA;

indicates that the relay will trip if any impedance of Zan, Zbn, Zcn, Zab, Zbc, Zca enters

the trip region.

Normally, the trip signal should stay there until the breaker opens. However, we don't

have actual breakers in our example, so we use a variable "Tripped" to hold the trip signal

for 5 seconds. A timer can be obtained by using the number of samples, n, which have been

made during the last set of computations. As we mentioned before, the DSP board includes

two 15 pin serial ports. The ports can be used either as serial communication ports or as gen-

eral purpose digital VO ports. If we use them as general pu{pose ports, they can be used to

send nip signals out or receive the remote trip signals from the other end of the line. In this
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example, pin DXO is used to send trip signal. Of course, the other pin can also be used if you

have more digital signals which need to be dealt with. The configuration of the serial port

is show below:

GND I

CLKXO 2

FSXO 3

DXO 4

DXl 5

FSXI 6

CLKXI 7

GND 8

9 CLKRO

l0 FsRo

11 DRO

12 RESET

13 DRI

14FSRI

15 CLKR1

The statement Set-DX0 is to set pin DXO with high level DC voltage(about 3.75 v)

and Reset_DXO is to set pin DXO with low level DC voltage(about 0 v). The global varible

Record_State is used to trigger the recorder when faults In this part, occur.

Subroutine FrequencyTrack0 is used for frequency ffacking so that the sampling

rate can be automatically adjusted based on system frequency changing.

COMPUTATIONS

{
DFT(IaBuf,IaRI,i,1);

DFT(IbBuf, IbRI,1,1);

DFT(IcBuf, IcRI,1,1);

DFT(VaBuf, VaRI,1,i);

DFT(VbBuf, VbRI,1,1);

DFT(VcBuf, VoRI,1,1);

GroundRelay(VaRl, VbRI, VcRI, IaRI, IbRI, IcRI, &k, &Zan, &Zbn, &Zcn);

PhaseRelay (VaRI, VbRI, VoRI,IaR[,IbRI,IcRI, &Zab, &Zbc, &Zca):

TripAN : Inside(&GndTrip, &Zan);

TripAB = Inside(&PhTrip, &Zab);

TripBN : Inside(&GndTrip, &Zbn);

TripBC = Inside(&PhTrip, &Zbc);

ll)
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TripCN : Inside(&GndTrip, &Zcn);

TripCA : Inside(&PhTrip, &Zra);

Trip: TripAN llTripBN llTripCN llTripAB llTripBC llTripCA;

if (Trip)

{
if (!Tripped)

{
if (lRecord_State)

Record_State++;

Set DXO

)

TriPPed = 5*60*32'

)
else

{
if (Tripped)

{
TriPPed - : nl

if (Tripped<:0)

{

Reset_DX0

TriPPed:0;

)
)

)

FreqTrack(n);

)

(4) Run Program Recorder.exe

To run "recorder.exe", a record file name, which has the same name as information

file, must be given. For our above example, you need to type

recorder ampsdemo

under DOS prompt. As long as you press RETIJRN after above command, the program will
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invoke graphics screen and display voltage, current, phase-to-ground and phase-to-phase

impedance. The display ouþut is show in Appendix A.

When this program is running, you only have 3 keys through the keyboard to control

the program: "g"-to trigger the recorder manually,"t"-to repeat the last record and "ESC"

to quit the program.

Users can modify this program as they want if they know C++ language. The source

code of this program is provided.

INITIALIZE
{
Zero(YaBui N);
Zero(VbBuf, N);
Zero(VcBuf, N);

Zero(IaBuf, N);
Zero(IbBuf, N);
Zero(IcBuf, N);

CreateRegion(&GndTrip, 4, - 1 .,0., 0.,3., 2.,3., 1.,0.);

CreateRegion(&PhTrip, 4, - 1.,0., 0.,3., 2.,3., 1.,0.);

Tripped:0;
)

COMPUTI{TIONS

{
DFT(IaBuf, IaRI,1,1);
DFT(IbBuf, IbRI,1,1);
DFT(IcBuf, IcRI,1,1);
DFT(VaBuf, VaRI,1,1);
DFT(VbBuf, VbRI,1,1);
DFT(VcBuf, VcR[,1,1);

GroundRelay(VaRl, VbRI, VcR[, IaR[, IbRI, IcR[, &k, &Zan, &Zbn, &Zcn);
PhaseRelay (VaRI, VbRI, VcR[,IaR[,IbR[,IoRI, &Zab, &Zbc, &Zca);

TripAN : Inside(&GndTrip,&Zan);
TripAB : Inside(&PhTrip, &Zab);
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TripBN : hside(&GndTrip,&Zbn);
TripBC : Inside(&PhTrip, &Zbc);
TripCN : Inside(&GndTrip, &Zcn) ;
TripCA : Inside(&PhTrip, &Zca);

Trip: TripAN ll TripBN ll TripCN llTripAB llTripBC llTripCA;

if (Trip)

{
if (!Tripped)

{
if (!Record_State)

Record_State++;

, 
t"t_DX0

Tripped :5x60*32;
)

{
if (Tripped)

{
Tripped -: n;

if (Tripped<:0)

{
Reset_DX0

TriPPed:0;
)

)
)

FreqTrack(n);

)
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L. Introduction

This program, named TTLOL (Transformer Temperature & Loss Of Life), is a com-

bined effort of Z.Zhang, Msc. and G. Swift, Professor of the Electrical and Computer Engi-

neering Dept. at the University of Manitoba. It is designed to calcuiate the

. top oil temperature,

. hot spot temperature, and

. loss of life

of mineral-oil-immersed power transformers for an arbitrary loading pattern, and arbitrary

ambient temperature variation. The /oss of hfe is the continuously integrated rate of loss

of life. The latter is not plotted, but its final value is displayed.

The program is easy to use and its output is pictorial with data updated every calcu-

lating step.

There are two models in the program. The first model is based on the differential

equations presented in ANSI/IEEE Standard C57.92-1981 (Guide for Loading Mineral-

Oil-Immersed Power Transformers Up to and Including 100 MVA with 550C or 650C Aver-

age Winding Temperature Rise) , which is valid for ambient temperatures above 00C. The

second model is based on lREQ[nstitut de Recherche d'Hydro-Québec) studies which ex-

tend the ambient temperature down to -450C. However, have also concluded that the ANSV

mEE model can be used with impunity down to -200C. Thus for temperatures down to

-200C the two models agree, and for temperatures below that, the IREQ model should be

used. Which model to be used in the program is the user's choice.

The ANSVIEEE Standard defines "Normal" loss of life as follows:

Normal Loss of Lifu, over a given time períod, is at such a rate that

l00Vo loss of life would occur ín 7.42 years.
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This cor¡esponds to 0.0369Vo loss of life in one day, for 1 per unit loading, and 300C

ambient temperature. Of course, the ambient temperature does not stay at 300C day and

night, or from season to season. For that reason, and because of the daily load curve, actual

transformer life will be 30 or 40 vears.

2. Getting Started

2.1 System Requirement

Hardware

. IBM-PC or equivalent

. a CGA , EGA or VGA graphics card

(this is for screen graphics)

Software

. MS-DOS version 2.0 or later

. the GRAPHICS program within MS-DOS

(this is to allow printer graphics)

2.2 Procedwe

(1) Obtain an A-prompt [A>] on the monitor

(2) Insert the TTLOL disk into drive A and close the door.

(3) Type TTLOL <ENTER>.
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The screen will display a title page:

After hitting any key, the user will be asked to enter the required data through interactive

dialogue.

(4) Have an interactive dialogue with the computer:

a. Input previous load, i.e. initial steady-state load(p.u MVA)

b. Input present load(p.u MVA)-if it is constant,

input 999-¡f the load varies: keyboard input,

input 888-if the load varies: input from file LOAD.DAT.

AIIowed loading range: 0 to 2.0 pu.

c. Input ambient temperature (degrees centigrade)-if it is constant,

input 9!9-if the ambient temperature varies: keyboard input,

input 888-if the ambient temperature varies: input from file AMBT.DAT.

Allowed temperature range: 450C tu +550C.

d. How long does the present loading last (hours ) ?

e. Is it a 65 0C _(1) or 55 0 ç _(2) rise transformer?

Transformer Temperature & Loss Of Life(TTLOL)

As a Function of Load versus Time

Based on
ANSI/IEEE Standard C57.9 l-i98 1.

and IREQ Srudies

Version 2.0
March.1992

Z. Zhang
G. Swift

University of Manitoba
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

@ Copyrighted

Press anv kev to start...
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f. Input the type of transformer:

1-Self-cooled(OA) and Warer-cooled(OW)

2-Forçed-air--cooled(OAÆA) rated l33Vo or less of self-cooled rating

3-Forced*oil-coo1ed, directed fl ow(FOA,FOV/,OAÆOAÆOA)

4-Forced-air-c o oled(OAÆA/FA) rated ov er I33 Vo of self-cooled rating

5-forced-oil-cooled, non-directed fl ow(FOAÆOWOA/FOAÆOA)

g. Which model do you want to use (ANSI/IEEE-i IREQ-2) ?

3. Examples

Now two exampies are given to show how to use this program and what the output

looks like. The first example is the case with a step change load . After you type TTLOL

, the computer will ask you:

Input previous load(p.u MVA):

0.7 <ENTER>

Input present load (p.u MVA)-if it is constant ,

input 99!-if the load varies: keyboard input,

input 883-if the load varies: input from file LOAD.DAT.

AIIowed loading range: 0 to 2.0 pu.

1.25 <ENTER>

Input ambient temperature (degrees centigrade)-if it is constant,

input 9Ç9-if the ambient temperature varies: keyboard input,

input 883-if the ambient temperature varies: input from file AMBT.DAT.

AIIowed temperature range: 450C rc +550C.

1O.O <ENTER>

How long does the present loading last (hours ) ?

8.0 <ENTER>
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Is it a 65 0C _(1) or 55 0 C _(2) rise rransformer?

1 <ENTER>

Input the type of transformer:

1-Self--cooled(OA) and Water-cooled(OW)

2-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆA) rated I33Vo or less of self-cooled rating

3-Forced-oil-cooled, directed fl ow(FOA,FOW OAÆOAÆOA)

4-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆAÆA) rated over I33Vo of self-cooled rating

5-forced-oil-cooled, non-directed fl ow(FOAÆOW,OAÆOAÆOA)

1 <ENTER>

Which model do you want to use (ANSVIEEE-I IREQ-2) ?

2 <ENTER>

When you finish the above input, the screen invokes the graphics mode and the pro-

gram will draw the loading, top oil temperature, hot spot temperature, ambient temperature

and loss of life versus time curves. These curves are shown in fig. 1. All of the curves are

referred to the left side axis in Vo or 0C, except the loss of life curve , which is referred to

the right side axis.

The second example is the same as the first, except that the loading and the ambient

temperature vary with time . The interactive dialog with the computer for dealing with the

varying load is shown below:

Input previous load(p.u MVA):

0.5 <ENTER>

Input present load (p.u MVA)-if it is constant ,

input 999-if the load varies: keyboard input,

input 888-if the load varies: input from file LOAD.DAT.

Allowed loading range: 0 to 2.0 pu.

999 <ENTER>
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Please input the load (p.u MVA):

TIME LOADING(PU)
01:00 0.4 <ENTER> |

02:00 0.3 <ENTER> |

03:00 0.4 <ENTER> I

04:00 0.5 <ENTER> |

05:00 0.8 <ENTER> |

06:00 0.8 <ENTER> I

07:00 1.0 <ENTER> |

08:00 1.2 <ENTER> |

09:00 1.4 <ENTER> |

10:00 1.5 <ENTER> |

11:00 1.2 <ENTER> |

T2:00 1.0 <ENTER> |

TIME LOADING(PU)
13:00 0.9 <ENTER>
14:00 0.8 <ENTER>
15:00 0.9 <ENTER>
16:00 1.1 <ENTER>
Il:00 1.3 <ENTER>
18:00 1.4 <ENTER>
19:00 I.2 <ENTER>
20:00 1.0 <ENTER>
2I:00 0.9 <ENTER>
22:00 0.8 <ENTER>
23:00 0.8 <ENTER>
24:00 0.7 <ENTER>

TIME Ambt. Temp.(oC)
13:00 2 <ENTER>
14:00 3 <ENTER>
15:00 5 <ENTER>
16:00 5 <ENTER>
17:00 2 <ENTER>
18:00 L <ENTER>
19:00 0 <ENTER>
20:00 0 <ENTER>
21:00 -3 <ENTER>
22:00 -2 <ENTER>
23:00 -5 <ENTER>
24:00 -10 <ENTER>

Press <ENTER> after every data entry,
press <Arrow-key> to move cursor, and
press <Space-bar> to end data input procedure.
<Space-bar>

Input ambient temperature (degrees centigrade)-¡¡ it is constant,

input 99!-if the ambient temperature varies: keyboard input,

input 88$-if the ambient temperature varies: input from file AMBT.DAT.

AIIowed temperature range: 450C n +550C.

999<ENTER>

Please input the ambient temperature 10C¡:

TIME Ambt. Temp.(oC)
00:00 -10 <ENTER>
01:00 -9 <ENTER>
02:00 -8 <ENTER>
03:00 -6 <ENTER>
04:00 4 <ENTER>
05:00 4 <ENTER>
06:00 -3 <ENTER>
07:00 0 <ENTER>
08:00 0 <ENTER>
09:00 -1 <ENTER>
10:00 -2 <ENTER>
11:00 0 <ENTER>
12:00 1 <ENTER>
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Press <ENTER> after every data entry,
press <Arrow-key> to move cursor, and
press <Space-bar> to end data input procedure.

<Space-bar>

How long does the present loading last (hours ) ?

24 <ENTER>

Is it a 65 0C _(i) or 55 0 C _(Z) rise rransformer?

1 <ENTER>

Input the type of transformer:

1-Self-cooled(OA) and'Water-+ooled(OW)

2-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆA) nted I33Vo or less of self-cooled rating

3-Forced-oil-cooled, directed fl ow(FOA,FOW, OAÆOAÆOA)

4-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆAÆA) rated over l33Vo of self-cooled rating

5-forced-oil-cooled, non-directed fl ow(FOAÆOWOA/FOAÆOA)

2 <ENTER>

Which model do you want to use (ANSVIEEE-I IREQ-2) ?

2 <ENTER>

The result is shown infis..2.

After you finish your input of the varying loading and ambient temperatures, the pro-

gram will automatically save your input to the file LOAD.DAT and AMBT.DAT respective-

ly. Next time, if the loading or the ambient temperature changes in the same pattern, you can

just simply input 888 instead of 999 to avoid entering the load or the ambient temperature

data again.

4. Printing of Hard Copy

Printing is accomplished by using the <PrtSc> (print screen) key. However, this

requires that a copyrightedflle GRAPHICS be loaded into the computer beforehand. So you
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should ensure that your MS-DOS contains the file GRAPHICS. Then you jusr type :

GRAPHICS <ENTER>

Now, when you run the TTLOL program, the <PrtSc> key should result in a print-out of the

screen contents, on a dot-matrix printer.
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1. Introduction

This program, named CLPU (Cold Load Pick-Up), is a combined effort of Z.Zhang,

Msc. and G. Swift, Professor of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Dept. at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba. It is designed to simulate the cold load pickup phenomenon.

The program consists of two parts. The first part is to predict the cold load peak as

a function of time during an outage. The second part is to evaluate the transformer loss of

life under this outage condition.

The program is easy to use and its output is pictoria-.

The first part of the program is mainly based on Schweppe's paper -"Physically

Based Modelling of Cold Load Pickup" IEEE PAS-100 pp.41424150. The second part

of the program is based on the differential equations presented in ANSVIEEE Standard

C51.92-1981, modified by IREQ (Institut de Recherche d'Hydro-Québec) so as to extend

the results down to -450C.

For an explanation of the second part, please refer to the authors' other program

TTLOL (Transformer Temperature and Loss Of Life) Instruction Manual.

2. Getting Started
2.1 System Requirement

Hardware

. IBM-PC or equivalent

. a CGA , EGA or VGA graphics card

(this is for screen graphics)

Software

. MS-DOS version 2.0 otlater

. the GRAPHICS program within MS-DOS

(this is to allow printer graphics)

2.2Procedure

(1) Obtain an A-prompt [A>] on the monitor

(2) Insert the CLPU disk into drive A and close the door.
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(3) Type CLPU <ENTER>.

The screen will display a title page:

After hitting any key, the screen display will display:

*******8XX************X**X>l<X**************XX****å<*t**:k**XX******:F*:l:

This Program can simulate COLD LOAD PICKUP. It can predict the magnitude
and duration of the over load following an outage. The output of this program can
be used as the input of another program TTLOL (Transformer Temperature and
Loss Of Life) to see the impact of COLD LOAD PICKUP to the transformer tem-
perature and its loss of life.

The input data requirements:
1. Average effective thermal time constants(minutes)
2. Ãverage value of temperature gain of heater or air-conditioner(0C)
3. Average value of thermostat dead-band(0c)
4. Averuge thermostat setting(oC)
5. Ambient temperatureoC)
6. The duration of outage(minutes)
7. Installed total heater/air-conditioner capacity(PU on transformer

capacity base)
8. Load before outage(PU on transformer capacity base), including non-
diversified load

t.*r.***à<**********X*********XX***********>F**X*********t:***1.*********

Press any key to continue...

After hitting any key, you will have an interactive dialogue with the computer.

Computer Simulation of Cold Load Pickup
for Adaptive Overload Protection

and Loss of Life Evaluation

Based on
ANSI/IEEE Standard C5l .9 I-1981,
IREQ Studies and Schweppe's Paper

Version 2.0
March,1992

'dîY,¡r
University of Manitoba

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Press any key to continue...
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(4) Have an interactive dialogue with the computer:

. Input average effective thermal time constant(minutes)

. Input average value of temperature gain of heater or air-conditioner(0C).

Input negative number for air-conditioner.

. Input average value of thermostat dead-band(0C).

Input negative number for air-conditioner.

. Input average thermostat setting(0c)

. Input the ambient temperature(OC)

. Input the duration of outage(minutes)

. Input total installed heater or air-conditioner capacity(pu on transformer ca-

pacity base)

. Input the load before outage(pu on transformer capacity base), including non-

diversified(no duty cycle) load.

. How long do you want predict the cold load peak(hours)

. Input the relay pickup setting(pu) before outage

(5) Afteryou finish above interactive dialogue, the screen invokes the graphics mode

and the program will draw the predicted load and the corresponding relay pickup

setting which is207o above the predicted load or to the pre-outage relay setting,

whichever is higher.

(6) After hitting any key, the computer will ask you:

Do you want to

i-call follow-up 'LOSS OF LIFE' program ?

Z-change above entered parameters ?

If you enterZ,procedure (4) will be repeated. If you enter 1, the screen will display:

**x*8****x***************t**x*******x*x************{<*****
Now the program will calculate the loss of life of the transformer under

this cold load condition
* * * X * X * X X t. >F {< * * * {< t * * * * * * X X X X X * )l< * * * * X * {< * * * * * * ì< * >F * * >F * >F * * * * * *

(7) Have another interactive dialogue with the computer

. Input the maximum time of the time axis(hours)

. Is it a 650C rise-(1) or 550C rise transformer ?
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. Input the type of transformer:

1 

-S 
elf--cooled(OA) and Warer-cooled(OW)

2-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆA) rated 1337o or less of self--cooled rating

3-Forced-oi1-coo1ed, directed fl ow(FOA,FOWOA/FOAÆOA)

4-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆAÆA) rated over I33Vo of self-cooled rating

5-forced-oil-cooled, non-directed fl ow(FOlr/FOV/ OATFOAÆOA)

.Which model do you want to use (ANSI/IEEE-I IREQ-2) ?

After you finish the above interactive dialogue, the screen invokes the graph-

ics mode again and the program will draw the load, the ambient temperature

and the loss of life curve.

3. Example

Now an example is given to see what the actual display looks like. The input data of

the first part of the program are:

. Input average effective thermal time constant(minutes)

600

. Input average value of temperature gain of heater or air-conditioner(0C).

Input negative number for air-conditioner.

70

. Input average value of thermostat dead-band(0c).

Input negative number for air-conditioner.

2

. Input average thermostat setting(0C)

20

. Input the ambient temperaturel0C)

10

. Input the duration of outage(minutes)

t20

.Input total installed heater or air-conditioner capacity(PU on transformer ca-

pacity base)

0.5
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.Input the loadbefore outage(PU on transformer capacity base), including non-

diversified(no duty cycle) load.

0.9

.How long do you want predict the cold load peak(hours)

6

.Input the relay pickup setting(PU) before outage

1.2

The input data of the second part of the program are:

.Input the maximum time of the time axis(hours)

6

.Is it a 650C rise-(1) or 550C rise transformer ?

1

.Input the type of transformer:

1-Self-cooled(OA) and Water-cooled(OW)

2-ç:orced-air-cooled(OAÆA) rated I33Vo or less of self-cooled rating

3-Forced-oil-cooled, directed fl ow(FOA,FOWOA/FOAÆOA)

4-Forced-air-cooled(OAÆAÆA) rated over I33 Vo of self-cooled ratin g

5-forced-oil-cooled, non-directed fl ow(FOAIFOW,OA/FOAÆOA)

1

.Which model do you want to use (ANSI/IEEE-I IREQ-2) ?

2

The computer outputs are shown on the last page. All of the curves are referred to

the left side axis, except the loss of life curve, which is referred to the right side axis.

4. Printing of Hard Copy

Printing is accomplished by using the <PrtSc> (print screen) key. However, this

requires that a copyrightedfile GRAPHICS be loaded into the computer beforehand. There-

fore you should ensure that your MS-DOS contains the file GRAPHICS. Then you just type:

GRAPHICS <ENTER>
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Now, when you run the CLPU program, the <PrtSc> key should result in a print-out of the

screen contents, on a dot-matrix printer.
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